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CHOOSING AND
USING
AUDIONIDEO . . .
Welcome to the third edition of Home
Theatre, devoted to the exciting world
of audio/visual home entertainment.
As new and established manufacturers
continue to enter the expanding home
theatre market, there are more
equipment options than ever: so this
issue kicks off with a 'New Products'
section to show you what's coming up
in the next few months.
If the technicalities of surroundsound processing, Dolby Pro Logic
and the rest of it still seem
bewildering, turn to page 8for aclear
view of just what THX means and
how it relates to the home system
builder. This feature is followed by a
review of Harman Kardon's latest
surround processor, THX-equipped,
the exciting AVPl.
Further reviews cover VCRs,
Pioneer's LaserDisc players and a
wide range of home theatre speaker
systems; and, for those who want to
keep things simple, there's also a
review of Sansui's carefully packaged
midi AN system. Whatever your
starting point, this issue of Home
Theatre will help you choose and enjoy
home sound and vision to the full.
Steve Harris
Editor: Steve Harris
Author: Peter JComeau
News: Trevor Butler
Design: Mark Rogerson
Production: Linda Fieldhouse
Cover photography: Tony Petch
Advertising: Beverley Simpkins,
Sophia Meliniotis
Publisher: Colin Ganun
Home Theatre is published by HiFi
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Magazines Ltd, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey
CR9 2TA. Tel: 081-686 2599. This
issue C) 1993
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Video Plus surge
More manufacturers are taking
advantage of the VideoPlus programming facility on their latest
VCRs. Hitachi is promoting VideoPlus strongly on its new mid-price
79-channel VTM112, which sells for
£330 and also features an inbuilt
head cleaner. Nokia also points to
VideoPlus as a leading feature on
its top-of- the- range VR3783VP
(f480), and £360 VR3743VP. Contact Hitachi, tel 081-848 8787;
Nokia, tel (0793) 644223.

KEF UP THE WALL
UniQ coincident drive- unit technology has been given anew lease of life
in the home theatre arena. KEF has
announced aCustom Series speaker
intended for wall and ceiling mounting. The £299 CR200Q's drive unit
uses an 8in polypropylene woofer and
a lin polymer dome tweeter; it is
finished in white with mesh grilles.
Providing optimum stereo performance at 30° off-axis, the CR200Q
must be carefully positioned.

HOME THEATRE CONTROL FROM JBL

Five new home theatre loudspeaker systems and upgrades have been
announced by JBL's UK distributor.
A force in the professional cinema installation market, JBL entered the consumer
A/V market with the HTS-1 speaker package. Now added to the range are three
complete systems designed for larger 'home theatre' environments and ranging in
price from £749 to £ 1399. All feature the Control 1with 135nun polypropylene
bass unit as for centre and surround channel working.
The HTS-2 [reviewed in this issue, page 25] and HTS-3 also include asub-bass
speaker while left/right speakers are Control Is, larger Control 5s with 165nun bass
units, or Control 10 with 300nun aquaplas driver. JBL also offers two upgrades to
complement existing loudspeakers. Hugl and Hug2 offer centre and surround
units for £199 or £ 349 respectively. Harman (0753) 576911.

AUDIO-FOR-VIDEO FROM BOSE
Responding to increased consumer
demand for video speakers, the Bose
company has introduced the VS- 100
speaker featuring a 4.5in full- range
drive unit in adual tuned-port enclosure. Magnetic shielding is incorporated to allow the VS- 100 csold singly
at £ 125) to be used safely as a
dialogue speaker. Bose has also launched Acoustimass-7, a matched
front-channel home theatre speaker
system consisting of three Acoustimass dual cube arrays and a bass
module priced at £ 830. Bose UK, tel
(0795) 475341.
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CD- Ititles added
Philips Interactive Media Systems
has added five new CD-I titles:
Lords of the Rising Sun and Laser
Lords games at £3499; CD Shoot
clay pigeon game at £29.99; the 3-D
shape puzzle Tangram at £24.99;
and Great British Golf, covering
500 years of the history of the game,
at £29.99. Tel (0306) 875777.

HK ADDS REMOTE
AV RECEIVER
The AVR30 is Harman Kardon's latest
home theatre receiver and follows the
company's philosophy of using discrete
amplifiers. The video section is
shielded to protect the audio path from
contamination, while the AM/FM tuner
circuit is isolated from noise and heat
to preserve the audio quality.
Dolby Pro- Logic and proprietary
DSP with five levels, plus four room
sizes and acoustics effects are
included in the £ 1190 package. There
are four video inputs with two VCR
monitor loops, and four audio inputs
with two tape loops. Controls are
motorised to facilitate remote operation including separate centre and
sub-woofer level control.
• Harman has also made available its
AVP1 home THX processor and
system pre-amp [reviewed in this
issue]. Made in the US, the AVP-1
uses Fosgate-developed ' Image Steering Logic' circuits to generate digital
control signals which operate an allanalogue signal path. This complements discrete THX and Dolby ProLogic in a £ 1990 package. Harman
UK, tel (
0753) 576911.
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HECO TOWARDS AN
German loudspeaker company Heco
is among the latest to move towards
the new trend in integrated home
theatre systems with the launch of
Centro. This £ 140 centre channel
loudspeaker is designed to visually
complement the recently announced
Libero Sc subwoofer system and
Legato satellites. Centro features
shielded magnets in a black-ash
veneered cabinet. The complete system is reviewed in this issue, page 26.
Further details from UK distributors, Path Group, tel (0494) 441736.

Celestion
satellite/
subwoofer
Trinity is
Celestion's
latest £24-8
satellite and
subwoofer
system aimed
at the growing
A/V market.
Tel: ( 0473)
723131.

Roomlink goes Solo

C T» ei
QED's latest entry-level integrated system
controller allows remote control of IR-

Winners

controlled VCR, satellite receiver or hi-fi
sited in another room. The f100 addition
is based around afree-standing 'terminal'

Winner of the
Pioneer
LaserKaraoke
(Home
Theatre,
March) is
Wenda
Cowlard from
Bristol. The
answers were:
1.d; 2.a; 3.c.

box with infra- red sensing eye and
speaker on/off switch. This terminal,
linked to the equipment by acommand
wire, controls only one product unless a
'flood LED' transmitter at f3.50 is added
to control acomplete hi-fi system. Up to
four QED terminals may be linked, giving
greater flexibility. Contact QED, tel
(0276) 451166 for details.

PRODUCTS

MAPLIN ADD BUDGET NICAM
With

Nicam transmissions spreading

throughout the UK, Maplin Electronics
has introduced a cost-effective answer
to capturing the near-CD sound quality.
Its new Pro- Sound Nicam receiver

may be connected to the hi-fi system
to convert the digital soundtrack
transmitted alongside the normal
mono FM sound and picture
information. Connection to TV or
VCR is also simple with a video
output provided on both Scart and
phono sockets.
Audio output is provided on phono
sockets, with a twin phono lead for
connection to the hi-fi. Stereo TV
owners can use a Scart lead (not
provided) to feed the sound and
picture from the £ 150 receiver to the
set or accompanying VCR.
The Maplin receiver is supplied
with an infra-red hand-held remote

which permits channel selection,
sound muting and volume adjustment. There are 16 electronically
tunable memories to cater for the
planned five terrestrial TV networks
plus regional opt-outs.
Full details are in the 1993 Maplin
catalogue (on page 255), or telephone
Maplin sales on (0702) 554161.

... PRO- LOGIC, TOO
Maplin has gone for cost competitiveness
with its latest Dolby Pro- Logic surround
sound processor. The £ 150 GK755 has
in-built amplifier, decoder and full
remote, making it avalue for money
audio-visual product. Maplin points out
that rear channel speakers need to be
added to abasic hi-fi arrangement and
that this product has not been designed
for what it terms ' ordinary hi-fi use'.
Maplin, tel ( 0702) 552911.

BRIEFING
BBC and BT engineers have
successfully demonstrated a
'two-layer' digital coding
method for standard and
high-definition television
compressed to 6Mbitls and
14Mbitls.
HITACHI is selling televisions
combined with video cassette
recorders made by
Matsushita because
developing its own model
from scratch would have
NC
'beenhas
toosigned
costly'.
acontract
with Gradiente Electric of
Brazil to supply VCR
knockdown kits and
technical assistance for
production.
MATSUSHITA will use the
W- VHS standard for its
high definition video tape
recorder. This follows
JVC's announcement that it
will market the first WVHS-standard VCR later
this year for around $4800.

NEC has stopped making
VCRs, the first Japanese
brand to do so. The
company blamed the AIV
market, saying 'with all the
competition we can't make a
profit in VCRs'. It will buy
recorders from Sanyo and
badge them.
PHILIPS recalled two million
TV sets across Europe
because offears they may
explode or catch fire due to
metal fatigue in some
soldered joints.
PIONEER subsidiary Q-Tec
has installed Cedar
restoration equipment in its
Tokyo post production house
to restore cinema film
soundtracks before transfer
to LaserDiscs.
SONY is creating aresearch
facility in California to
develop high-definition
television; 600 stafffrom
other Sony facilities will go
to San Jose.
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LATEST LASERDISC RELEASES
A number of new LaserDisc releases
are scheduled to hit the UK, including several classical music features.
From Decca comes Borodin's
Prince Igor with Sergei Leiferkus,
Anna Tomowa-Sintow and the Royal
Opera House Chorus and The Royal
Ballet conducted by Bernard
Haitink. Deutsche Grammophon
announces Beethoven's Piano Concertos 3and 5 (Emperor), played by
Maurizio Pollini with the Wiener

Pfulharmoruker conducted by Karl
Bohm. EMI Classics offers Mozart's
Piano Concertos 12 & 13 and Symphony 36 ('Linz'), with I Sofisti
Veneti, Claudio Scimone and Stanislav Bunin. New pop releases include
avideography of the Pet Shop Boys
on Pioneer LDCE, while latest film
releases include Gladiator starring
Cuba Gooding and James Marshall,
while Kenneth Branagh and Emma
Thompson star in Henry V.

JBL's
Synthesis

More definition
Tannoy is expanding its Definition loudspeaker series launched
at last year's HiFi Show. The
D100, a bookshelf two-way, will
be added later this year to arange
which is engineering rather than
marketing led. Ideal for AIV
applications, the £6.50 unit with
its single 6.Sin Dual Concentric
drive unit may be used vertically
for rear channels or horizontally
as a centre dialogue speaker. The
larger floor-standing D700 was
chosen to mix and master the
original cast recording of Kiss of
the Spiderwoman. Tannoy, tel:
(0236) 420199.

New
videos
Latest video
releases for
home rental
include Sam
Neill in Sinking
of the Rainbow
Warrior (
PG);
Strictly
Ba//room (
PG);
Patriot Games
(15) with
Harrison Ford;
Peter Fonda in
the cult movie
Easy Rider
(18); and
Chaplin ( 15)
with Robert
Downey.

SATELLITE BOOTLEG
'THREAT'

The launch of the high quality satellite service Digital Music Express is
worrying record companies who see
it as an ideal opportunity for bootleggers. Giving akeynote speech during
a seminar at the recent MIDEM
festival in Cannes, Harvey Goldsmith
referred to the 'death knell of the
industry' with DMX being 'the final
straw'. He said that by providing 30
channels of digital audio to the home
'you can wave goodbye to retain
Renegotiated royalty payments
could bolster record company coffers
while there is increasing pressure for
extended tape levies to counter
revenue lost through illicit recording.
Relaying concerts live to bootleggers'
homes is seen as providing aprofessionally mixed feed on aplate to the
unscrupulous.

HOME THEATRE FROM PHILIPS
£450 FR-940 caters for four audio
Europe's largest consumer electroand four audio/video sources with
nics manufacturer is attacking the
growing home theatre market with a automatic wake-up. The fan cooled
Dolby Pm-Logic AN receiver. Phiamplifier section is rated at 100W for
lips has announced its FR-940 as an
the main stereo channels and 20W for
rear channel speakers, with afurther
addition to the recently launched 900
20W for centre dialogue channel.
series of separates, which already
includes the first DCC player. The
Dolby three-channel simulated stereo

is provided to enhance mono sources,
while pre-set effects include hall,
stadium and theatre. Parallel recording of video (LD to VCR) and audio
(CD to Tape) is possible from a
controller which has heavy screwdown terminals for two pairs of
speakers. Philips, tel 081-781 8326.

Dubbed the
'ultimate home
theatre system' by
its manufacturer,
IBL's Synthesis
has raised
eyebrows in the
US, acountry
accustomed to
large-scale
entertainment
concepts. The two
,H3L Synthesis
systems, so called
because they are
said to represent a
truly inspirational
synthesis of sight
and sound, are
custom developed
to provide the
most convincing
realisation of
home theatre.
Both include
surround decoder/
controller, dual
sub- woofers and
direct radiators,
horn and
compression
drivers, dipole
surround
speakers,
amplifiers and
equalisation. The
2kW capable
Synthesis One is
intended for rooms
up to 21,000 cubic
feet, the 900W
model Two for
smaller areas up to
14,000 ft3.Prices
are around
£29,000 and
£18,000
respectively.
Details from
Harman UK, tel
(0753) 576911.

Epilepsy
trigger
Flickering
television sets and
computer displays
can trigger arare
form of epilepsy,
according to
authorities on the
disease. Children
are most likely to
be affected.
Doctors in Japan
reported four
cases in amonth.
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HDTV
rescue?

TWO KEF HT MODELS
REF has added centre channel speakers to its Reference Series. Audio-visual
applications are obviously intended for the magnetically- shielded model 100

(050) and the £250 model 90 which may be used in any orientation and have
been sized to fit above or beneath TVs and monitors. Full details f-om KEF
Audio, tel ( 0622) 672261 and appointed dealers.

Denmark is
working on a
compromise to
rescue the EC's
troubled strategy
for promoting
HDTV. Meanwhile,
Philips has
postponed the
launch of its highdefinition sets
because HDTV
programmes will
not be available in
the immediate
future.
Philips has
criticised the EC
for failing to adopt
the subsidy plan
which it had
already drawn up.
However, the EC
says it remains
committed to
supporting HDTV.
'We're not
abandoning HDTV',
aspokesman said.
'We're doing
everything we can
to achieve a
consensus.'
Digital TV tests
planned on the
Astra satellite for
early 1995 using
the MPEG2
standard could
finally kill chances
of MAC and HCMAC being
adopted. As we go
to press, ameeting
of the ISO in
Sydney is expected
to finalise the
standard with
MPEG2 looking to
be aclear
favourite.

PRODUCTS

Photo CD first
London's design- to-print operation
Laserbureau has installed the first
commercial Kodak Photo CD system, to provide an exciting new
service for commercial colour work.
Using Kodak Access software, the
bureau will supply separations in
standard image file formats for
desktop publishers. For details, tel:
071-486 9260.

VCR EXPORTS DROP
Japan's exports of home videocassette recorders in 1992 plunged
19.3% from a year earlier to 17.7
million units. The fall followed a
14.9% decline in 1991 after rising
11.7% in 1990. VCR exports to the
US dropped 13.8% to six million
units, while shipments to the EC
plunged 39% to just two million
machines. Japanese exports of colour
TVs, however, rose 3.1% from the
previous year to four million sets.
• Two of Japan's big three electrical
makers, Toshiba and Mitsubishi,
blamed weak demand for home electronics and audio/visual equipment
for lower pre-tax profits.

New Tatung CTVs
Three new colour televisions in
Tatung's CX5 series combine high
technology with new cosmetics. The
sets, including a51cm Nicam-ready
model at £480, are all in the company's latest hallmark styling of
symmetrical, soft rounded cabinets
finished in dolphin grey. Multifunction remotes are included and
all three models boast 60 programmable channels, Fastext, full
on- screen display, twin Euro connectors plus headphone and extension loudspeaker sockets. Tel
(0925) 290111.
Tatung's .f480 5/cm
FST TUN OAS'

COMPACT LCD PROJECTOR
Sharp's latest LCD TV projectoe offers images up to 100in diagonal. The £ 1800
XV710P projector may be partnered with a new 60in wall- mounting or
free-standing polarising screen ( XUPP60S) costing another £ 1290, ou used with
white walls or basic cine scteens. The projector clagns horizontal line
resolution of 350 for PAL and SECAM or 320 with NTSC. A portable unit, the
XV710P weighs 4.3kg and measures 149

215 x385mm ( hwd). For further

details, phone Sharp on 061-205 2333.
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THE BIG SOUND

OF TH

O

h, my goodness. We have only
just become used to the
ramifications of Dolby Surround intruding on our simple two
speaker hi-fi set up to transform it
into an AV monster of five speakers.
Now here comes THX telling us we
need six speakers and six channels of
amplification to do the cinema job
properly. Will it never end, and what
is this THX anyway?
The story is told that after George
Lucas walked happily out of the
cutting room of Star Wars the smile
of achievement was wiped off his face
when he viewed the final print in the
studio's screening room. There and
then he vowed that film-loving audiences should not have to put up with
the diabolical acoustics and sound
8

More than just another
logo on afront panel:
THX could become the
badge of good-quality
home theatre sound

systems typical of commercial
cinemas.
Accordingly he asked his technical
director, Tomlinson Holman, to produce aspecification for, what came to
be known as, the THX Sound System. LucasArts wanted cinema-goers
to experience the artistry of sound
and vision that movie makers create

in the post-production film studios.
By licensing movie theatres throughout the states which met LucasArts
requirements, patrons were given the
opportunity to enjoy every facet of
the sound and vision images that
combine to produce the illusion of
reality that is the magic of cinema.
Home THX is the domestic
realisation of the standards laid down
by LucasArts for movie theatres.
There have been compromises and
there are changes: for who would
want a battery of effects speakers
surrounding the walls of their room,
or be obliged to sit ten metres from
the screen? So a multitude of surround speakers have been replaced
by two side effects speakers, whilst
the high frequency lift given to the
cinema sound-track to achieve a
natural power/frequency spectrum in
alarge auditorium is re-equalised for
the small(er) living room.
THX is not arecording system in
the way that Dolby Surround
encodes effects and dialogue channels
into the two channel film soundtrack.
Rather it is apost-enhancement technique that ensures that the sound
reaching the ears of the viewer complements the image on the screen
instead of proving a distraction.
Thus, in aHome THX 'controller',
the stereo sound from Videotape,
Laserdisc or TV is decoded by Dolby
Pro-Logic in the normal way. Having
extracted left, right, centre and
effects channels, Home THX modifies the characteristics of the four
sound tracks to provide six channels
before amplification is applied.
The first change is re-equalisation
of overall sound track. Quite why
high-frequency boost is added to
movie sound has been lost somewhere in the history of the cinema,
but remember that centre speakers
are mounted behind the screen, and
HF dispersion in large theatres was
traditionally poor compared with low
frequencies. Whatever the reason,
cinema sound systems follow astandard response curve, as heard
throughout the auditorium, which is
flat from 50Hz to 2kHz and falls
thereafter at ldB per octave. Why
should film makers work to this
standard of replay? Because the
Academy Awards judges listen under
these conditions; so if you want to
win an award you need to equalise
your soundtrack to perform best
using this standard. As aresult film
sound can be unreasonably bright
when played in the confines of a
domestic listening room on flat
response hi-fi equipment; aversion of
the 'Academy Filter', to flatten the
frequency response, is used for
Home THX.
Bi-amping is a special part of
THX. Thunderstorms, explosions
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SYSTEM
and other rumblings are used by film
creators to add power to visual
effects, most of this acoustic energy
being concentrated in the 20 to 80Hz
frequency band. Surges of power
demanded from an amplifier to
satisfy these low-frequency cravings
could disturb higher frequency localisation of sounds and speech intelligibility, so THX demands aseparate
subwoofer channel. True subwoofers
are required here; with a response
pattern defined between 20 to 80Hz
there is no room for the satellite-andbass-box combinations where the latter often cover the easier 60Hz to
200Hz region.
Distortion reduction is something
of a bête noir with Tomlinson Holman; adding up the harmonic distortions throughout the whole film
sound chain gives afrightening endfigure. One way of controlling midrange distortion in the front speakers
is to reduce the degree of cone
excursion in the bass/midrange units.
Accordingly, front speakers are rolled off below 80Hz at 12dB per
octave (- 3dB at 80Hz). This also
aids the power-handling capabilities
of the front speakers, and thus allows
use of small satellite speakers.
Traditionally, wide- dispersion
speakers have given the best results
when used for the reproduction of
music in the home. Reflections from
walls, floor and ceiling add to the
liveliness of the recorded soundfield,
as well as enabling the direct sound
output to cover all listeners with
adequate spatial information. Mr
Holman's experiments with the
requirements for motion picture
sound, however, found that transient-rich material sounded best with
narrow-directivity speakers. Listeners were able to localise sound
sources within the stereo field much
more easily, and dialogue was clearer

in the presence of interfering offscreen noises. Centre speakers in
THX theatres cover only the audience, and have a dispersion pattern
which reduces reflections from the
ceiling and side walls.
Dolby Surround effects sources,
however, should not be able to be
localised by listeners, otherwise the
sound becomes adistraction from the
screen action. Effects speakers
should simply be used to envelope
the audience in aspatial sound field —
indeed it is preferable that they are
not aware of the extra loudspeakers
used. Reflected sound actually helps
here, so surround speakers should
have wide dispersion and should not
fire their sound directly into nearby
ears. THX-certified surround loudspeakers have a dipole dispersion
characteristic, with a specific front
and rear lobe output. Side output, in
direct proximity to the listener, is
minimised. Furthermore the requirement for rear speakers is diminished
as the rear lobe of the speakers takes
on this role. Only one pair of effects
speakers is therefore required in the
home, ideally positioned above and
to the side of the main seating area.
Further equalisation concerns timbre differences perceived as the
sound source moves from the front
speakers into the surround sound
field. The response of the ear subjectively varies between a source positioned in front of the head and one
from the side. Panning a sound
source from front to surround not
only produces a puzzling change in
the sound image characteristics, but
is once again annoyingly distractive.
This is at first surprising, considering
that we are used to moving our heads
around, and thus subjecting
ourselves to changes in the spectral
content of point sources such as
musical instruments or voices. There

BUILDING

is evidence that we automatically
compensate for these spectral transformations based upon the relative
distance of the source from each ear
and head-shadowing effects. Therein
lies the clue as to why the technique
does not work; in the surround sound
field all the effects speakers produce
the same sound and the source is
diffused, not pin-point. The ear/
brain computation cannot localise the
source and is therefore confused by
the change in spectral balance.
Timbre- matching through
equalisation of the high-frequency
response of the surround speakers
improves the 'fly by' aspect of moving sound images as well as reducing
any distracting elements in the
ambient sound field. In order to
optimise the technique, it is more
important with THX to utilise loudspeakers matched with response characteristics. The usual change in the
tonal balance of the reference pink
noise output generated by Dolby
Pro- Logic decoders as it moves from
speaker to speaker is to he deplored.
It is essential, if the benefits of THX >12

Home THX Audio System
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Six Channels of
Power Amplification

SUR

(e.g. 3-6 NAD/THX
power amplifiers)
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One very expensive processor, the
Lexicon CP3 [
HFNIRR, March '93],
goes astep further by applying delay
to the input signals, after converting
to the digital domain, allowing plenty
of time (20ms is a long time in the
world of microprocessors) to carry
out the necessary processing before
the output is converted back to analogue. Harman Kardon, which has
an innate distrust of integrated circuits in the signal path, has preferred
to stay in the analogue environment,
trusting only the processing logic to
digital control. To this end the services of Fosgate, famous for surround processors since the SQ quadraphonic days, have been involved in
the design of the AVPI. Fosgate's
Digital Servo Logic generates control
voltages to act on analogue processing of the audio signal, using
patented processing loops which
reportedly act twice as fast as conventional circuits. This should result in a
wider bandwidth and greater clarity
from the processed channels.
Thus the AVPI tries to combine
the best of both worlds. Processing
control is managed by digital logic,
allowing all the usual DSP functions
to be implemented, but the front
signal path remains resolutely analogue. The first benefit is heard when
using the AVP1 as a stereo pre-

HARMAN KARDON
D

olby Pro- Logic may seem a
fanciful name for something
that grew out of an extrapolation of the 'Hafler' surround sound
difference signal process. But from
these crude beginnings came amore
complex matrix encoding system,
deriving a centre channel from the
sum of the stereo left and right signals;
and a rear channel from the L-R
difference signal (Dolby Surround').
For Pro-Logic, further analogue
processing was added to 'steer' the
derived sound images and increase
channel separation. The Pro-Logic
circuits generally manage this by
sensing the differences in signal
levels for each channel, and apply
further enhancement to the higher
level signals with corresponding suppression of any spurious components
or crosstalk in opposing channels.
As you may imagine, such processing requires aprocessing loop, analogous to a positive feedback loop,
with afixed delay to avoid oscillation.
Crosstalk is cancelled by injecting
inverted signals into the opposing
channels and the original signal levels
have to be restored to maintain overall acoustic power.
It is hardly surprising that desig-
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A refined and
comprehensive AIV control
centre that justifies its
£1990 price tag: the
Harman Kardon AVP 1
THX Sound Processor
ners have been eager to move all this
complex processing into the digital
domain as soon as possible. The
speed of the processing loop has a
marked effect on sound quality, with
all the attendant problems ascribed to
feedback techniques, especially on
how well high frequencies are treated
as they pass through the decoder.
Digital Pro- Logic, and the Bitstream
Dolby 'Time Link' digital delay, has
done much to elevate the sound of
many humble A/V amplifiers.

amplifier; this is not one of those
processors that you need to confine to
the tape monitor loop. Whether
inserting the AVP1 in the pre-amp-to
power amp signal path, or using it in
aA/V system, the unit behaves just as
one would expect ahigh end pre-amp
to sound: clean, clear and lively. This
'Bypass' mode, easily selected from a
designated key on the remote handset, cuts out everything except the
volume control and single gain stage.
The only audible signature of this
circuit concerns aslight softening of
the overall sound; a 'cleaning up' of
the HF end of the spectrum, no bad
thing in this type of processor. None
of the dynamics or spine-tingling
effects of the original signal are compromised and neither is stereo depth
or precision affected, so the transparency can be considered excellent.
INX PROCESSING
You might not pay this much for a
surround sound processor, but you
certainly would consider it for Fosgate's version of LucasFilm's THX
processing. Although LucasFilm
retains tight control over the specification and technical performance
of THX processors, there is still
11141 NEWS It RIMORD REVIEW: ROME THEATRE 1993
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room for inspired circuit design to
promote the enjoyment of film
sound. Liken this, if you will, to the
RIAA phono specification for LP
disc equalization: although the standard is clearly defined, there is awide
variation in sound between different
designers' phono circuits.
AVP1's THX circuit contains the
usual enhancements to Dolby ProLogic, and uses Dolby Time Link
digital delay for the surround channels. Sensibly, the THX reequalization of ` bright' cinema
soundtracks is also available for other
surround modes, but more of this
later. Much of the efficacy of the
THX version of Dolby Surround
concerns the method of adjusting the
time/phase relationships of the surround channels to diffuse the rear
'ambience' throughout the room.
Just like the Lexicon CP3, the AVP1
allows the choice of THX-type dipole
surround speakers, or acombination
of side and rear speakers, to help
produce a soundfield enveloping all
listeners. A proprietary timbre
matching and de-correlation circuit
helps immerse the listener in the
recorded acoustic, with striking differences being apparent in comparison with that of the CP3.
Using the same matched speaker
set as for the Lexicon review, (Monitor Audio MA 1/MA100 satellites and
REL Stadium subwoofer), the AVP1
could not manage the coherency of
the spherical sound field that the CP3
set up. The ability of the Lexicon to
make the surround speakers 'disappear' was not matched so effectively, with the rear speakers rather
more obvious as sound sources in
their own right. Part of the problem
is the difficulty of setting the levels in
each speaker correctly; it would be
helpful if these could be set from the
listening seat and then finely adjusted
for the best subjective result.
Setting up the channel levels is not
exactly user friendly. It needs two of
you, one to hold the sound level
meter (or their ears depending on
what you have available), the other to
fiddle about with the preset controls
on the rear of the unit. As the noise
sequencer blasts you with sound for
only four seconds on each speaker,
the result is a little like a panic
version of the Golden Shot. Centring
the meter on 75dB is amatter of 'up a
bit, down abit', and then on to the
next speaker. It was found possible to
set the meter up on atripod and then
squint at the scale from a distance
while turning the presets by touch,
and after some familiarity with the
placement of the controls we became
dab hands at this. Undoubtedly this
set up is best left to the installers; at
least it only has to be done once.
The AVP1 came with aLucasFilin
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993

THX test disc appropriately called
WOW! containing dramatic soundtrack excerpts and useful test signals.
Some of these include pink noise and
phase checks, the latter being invaluable for setting up the surround
channels where different makes of
power amplifier are used for front
and rear channels. This is because
some power amps phase invert, and
buried in the AVP1 instructions is a
paragraph advising that rear speakers
should be phase inverted if THX
surround speakers are not being
used. Once again your installer
should be able to sort this out.
There appear to be 'analogue-type'
characteristics in the way the AVP1
sets up sound images, which differ
from the all-digital CP3. Whereas the
latter keeps everything locked precisely into place the Harman Kardon
maintains a more fluid motion as
effects move between the front
speakers. It is difficult to be objective
about this, but it did seem as though
vocals maintained alifelike presence
as a result. Coherence between side
and front speakers is maintained to a
high degree, and thus sound images
extended beyond the front speakers
with agood acoustic and perspective.
Unusually, all this was improved
still further when the centre channel
was switched off. According to strict
Dolby standards this shouldn't be
done, as it is necessary to centre
vocals with the image on the screen,
but using alarge screen with left and
right speakers not too far apart (say
1.5 metres) seems to give no problems in this respect. Note that there
is no 'Centre/Narrow/Wide' switching on the AVP1, but it seems that
low frequencies are diverted to the
front left and right channels, or to the
subwoofer outputs where engaged.
INS AND OUTS
Subwoofers are provided for in the
normal THX fashion, with an electronic 80Hz crossover engaged via a
rear panel switch. Combinations are
surprisingly flexible with outputs for
left and right subwoofers, or mono
front, and a mono rear subwoofer.
The crossover can be applied to front
and rear independently. A group of
rear phonos supply the left and right
front, two centre channels, left and
right sides and left and right rear
channel outputs. There is also a
line-level record out for tape or VCR.
Six audio inputs are provided
matched by six video inputs, but the
latter are not all the same species.
VCR, LD, CD and Aux are given
composite video inputs, while Videos
1and 2are favoured with the S-Video
standard. As normal, there is no
cross linking between the two types,
so there are source and record outputs for both composite and S-Video

PROCESSORS

signals. This is ahigh quality, highly
flexible system accommodating most
of the needs of acomplex AN set-up;
the record output has its own source
selection so that you can watch one
input while recording another. Alternatively, these sockets will feed a
second system in another room.
Input levels are adjusted by the
level control on the front panel. This
is aonce only setting, and does not
take into account the differing output
levels of CD players and VCRs. You
will have to reach a compromise
between low distortion and low noise
This is ahigh
using the LED input level indicators.
quality, highly
The optimum setting gives asubjecflexible system
tively low noise level of — 95dB.
accommodating
The AVP1 also features afull array
most of the
of surround parameters, to suit a needs of a
variety of music and soundtracks, in
complex AN
the time-honoured DSP manner:
setup; the
except, of course, that these are not
record output
DSP, and Harman Kardon claims
has its own
that the ambient output is more
source
natural and representative of the
selection so
original recording venue as aresult.
that you can
The adjustable parameters have been
watch one
cut down to the few that are consiinput while
dered necessary, and the modes are
recording
set up to be far more subtle than the
another
overt DSP effects commonly found
on surround processors. This is a
very welcome move in the right
direction, and entirely appropriate
for a high-end processor. While
adjustments are kept simple with
only time delay and front/rear
balance to experiment with, there is
an optional 'Panorama' effect which
can be used with most modes.
In fact 'Panorama' is the most
useful modification to the `Rock' and
'Popular' modes which otherwise follow aheavy bias towards rear effects,
presumably assuming that in party
mode you need all the speakers belting it out. 'Panorama' gradually
widens or narrows the stereo stage,
being adjustable over a wide range,
so that the sound is gradually focused
towards the front as the pan control is
advanced. Use this in conjunction
with the rear level balance and it is
possible to generate an exciting and
enveloping soundstage, especially
from alive pop recording. Unfortunately, having spent five minutes
adjusting everything to your satisfaction there is no way of storing the
settings for each surround mode;
only changes to rear delay times are
held in the AVP1's memory.
Luckily, both 'Panorama' and rear
level have centring buttons to restore
the normal settings, so when you
revert to the Chamber or Orchestra
mode the reference parameters can
Supplier:
quickly be restored.
Hannan Audio
(UK) Ltd, Mill
Clearly considerable effort has
Street, Slough,
been put into the `Orchestra' surBerks SL2 5DD
round mode as this is undoubtedly
Tel: (0753)
the most adventurous, and yet natur554900
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AV
alistic, surround processing met with
to date. For example the realistic
recording of San Francisco Opera's
La Boheme (
Pioneer PLMCB 281),
was rendered with just the right
amount of concentration on the
stage, with the surround speakers
almost subliminally revealing the hall
acoustic. In fact, this mode uses no
processing at all on the front channels, unless you decide to engage
`Panorama', but applies steering logic
and delay to the surround channels to
give the perspective of sitting in the
middle of an auditorium. The results
will thus be highly dependent on the
amount of ambience mixed in by the
recording engineers, but generally
this mode gives ahighly satisfactory
account of the recording venue.
Using Dolby's `Time Link' delay
gives arear output which is free from
the `spiky' DSP reverb effects, but is
not as advanced in user control as the
Lexicon. It is in areas of user adjustment that the AVP1 reveals its lower
cost. This may be abonus to many
technophobes who do not relish the
fine adjustments necessary to obtain
the best out of acomplex instrument
like the CP3, but you miss the
flexibility of being able to fine-tune

each mode to your exact liking.
Although the AVP1 front panel features abacklit LCD to tell you what
is going on as you make adjustments,
this is unreadable from a distance.
Similarly, the LED displays of input
level, source and record selection,
and a peculiar flashing diamond of
steering logic, are distracting and
difficult to resolve. You can, thankfully, switch them all off from the
remote, but we would have ideally
liked to leave the display lit while
quelling the LEDs.
Some features which are applicable
to most of the modes can be used to
tailor less than ideal recordings. A
sibilant filter controls the splashiness
of speech over- sibilance, which
otherwise tends to 'bleed' annoyingly
into the surround channels, and jolly
well it works too. THX reequalization can also be switched in if
you are using the `70nun Theatre'
mode for non- Dolby encoded films,
and this, too, is auseful combination.
Bass equalization can be applied via a
front panel knob. This works surprisingly well, boosting bass over the
ultra-low frequencies only without
any trace of boom or loss of definition
or control. While you would expect
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the speakers used with this processor
to be of such quality that they would
not need bass enhancement, it can be
useful for adding impact to the bottom end of some film soundtracks.
THE ANALOGUE APPROACH
The outcome is that Harman Kardon
has put together, with the aid of
Fosgate, an excellent A/V preamplifier with some sophisticated
surround modes built in at reasonable cost. The THX and Orchestra
modes may be the only ones you use
for serious listening, but such apparent simplicity does not reveal the
outstanding efficacy of the processing. There do appear to be advantages to the analogue approach, with
agreater sense of involvement in the
music and more body to diction
compared with all-digital techniques.
Accompanying this is the usual analogue loss of precision, aslightly hazy
view of specific sound images, but an
enhanced perspective and acoustic to
raise the level of realism. The AVP1
is much more like amusical instrument than a bland controller, and
will fit in beautifully with amplifiers
and speakers that follow the same
'musical' design influences. 4-

SYSTEM
are to be experienced fully, that such
changes are minimised.
It is sometimes surprising to the
first-time Dolby Surround user that
the rear channels are pure mono. In
fact they carry a L-R difference
signal similar to the once highlyacclaimed Hafler surround system.
This is all to the good as ambience
extraction from stereo sources is a
useful by-product of operating Dolby
Pro-Logic with software that is not
Dolby encoded. But the problem of
localisation of rear sounds is made
worse by a mono signal; remember
we are not meant to spot audible
images in the surround sound field.
Sitting centrally between the surround speakers produces an 'in-head'
sound, similar to that achieved by
headphone listening. Home THX's
answer is de-correlation; slight
changes in pitch or phase/time relationships are made to destroy any
in-phase sound images formed by the
surround speakers.
So far we have aspecification for
further processing a Dolby stereo
movie soundtrack. If this was all,
then the world of cinema would be
rife with individual interpretations of
THX. Yet the point of the specification is to achieve standardisation so
12

that filmgoers know the quality they
can expect when visiting a THXequipped movie theatre. To hang the
THX sign outside your theatre you
must have the sound and projector
installation, and the acoustics and
background noise levels, tweaked
and certified by THX engineers, and
have asix monthly check-up to make
sure standards have not deteriorated.
But don't worry, these engineers
are not going to call if you have a
Home THX installation. Instead, a
range of hi-fi manufacturers have had
some of their equipment tested and
certified by LucasArts for home use.
The specifications are stringent and
rather different from the requirements for hi-fi use. Loudspeakers are
tested with spectral analysis from a
variety of frequency inputs at levels
ranging from 80 to 110dB spi (sound
pressure level), and their harmonic
distortion levels related to a set of
masking characteristics. Any whistling due to air leaks, and colorations
caused by cabinet vibration modes,
show up immediately. At high power
levels these factors can become far
more disturbing than the nonlinearity of the drive units.
Power amplifiers need to have a
dynamic bandwidth that exceeds the

BUILDING

driving requirements for the loudspeakers. Mr Holman is pragmatic
about amplifiers; they should not clip
with an asymmetric waveform into
the typical reactive load offered by a
THX speaker at the maximum spi
demanded by the installation. Stability of operation over awide temperature range, and controlled behaviour
when clipping is triggered, is also
tested.
The aim is that the limit of performance is dictated by the technical
confines of the film soundtrack, not
the installation. Even then, recovery
from overload should cause no problems; maybe one day atransient will
exceed the prescribed limits.
As you can imagine, Tomlinson
Holinan is not content to sit on his
laurels despite the fact that THX has
been revolutionary in re-defining the
quality of cinema sound. At present
the fidelity of movie sound is dictated
by the medium; there is only room on
the film for two optical channels, but
digital encoding will squeeze six
channels into the space between the
sprocket holes. As film sound
improves, so theatre THX will
evolve. It remains to be seen how
Home THX will accommodate these
advances. 4HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993

COM PETITION

WIN!

RAMBO LASERDISCS
Rambo gets his hi-fi

credentials on LaserDisc.
Now's your chance to win
one offive £ 70 sets of his
action-packed films on disc

A

The Rules
I ) The competition is
open to UK readers
only. All entries must
be on the entry form
provided, photocopies
will be accepted but
only one entry per
reader will be
considered. No other
correspondence may be
included with entries.
2) There will be no
cash or other
alternative to the prizes
offered. The winner
will be first correct
entry opened.
3) Employees of Link
House Magazines or
associated companies,
and of Pioneer or their
agents, will not be
eligible.
4) All entries must be
received by first post
on 25 June 1993, when
judging will be carried
out. The Editor's
decision will be final
and binding. No
correspondence of any
kind will be entered
into regarding the
competition.
5) The prize winners
will be notified by post
and the results will be
published in the
September 1993
edition of HFNIRR.
6) Entries become the
property of Link
House Magazines.
7) Entry to the
competition is taken to
indicate acceptance of
the rules.

boxed-set of the limited edition Rambo LaserDisc collection could be yours in our
special Home Theatre software competition. Three Rambo films, First
Blood, First Blood Part II, and
Rambo III are included in the £70
package. We're giving away five sets
in this month's free-to-enter competition.
The discs play for over 41
/ hours
2
and celebrate the tenth anniversary
of the original release of First Blood,
when the ex-Green Beret, amisfit in
peacetime America, soon gets into
trouble with asmall-town Sheriff and
needs his skill to escape 200 national
guardsmen who are in hot pursuit. In
First Blood Part II, he finds that his
skills are much in demand as he
attempts to rescue prisoners who are
still being held in Vietnam. By
Rambo III he begins to look as if he
might achieve a peaceful and introspective life, but his plans are soon
cut short when he finds that one of
his mentors has fallen into the hands
of the Red Army in Afghanistan.
LaserDisc provides the ultimate in
home cinema with its digital sound
and a picture quality around 60%
greater than from conventional VHS
video format. And, unlike tapes,
LaserDiscs never wear out while
allowing instant access to any part of
the contents without having to spool
through.
The format is well established in
the USA and Japan and, after false
starts from Philips' launch of CD-V,
is now the fastest growing format in
Europe following Pioneer's strong
support.
With more and more people wanting to create the effect of acinema in
the home, LD is the perfect choice
for an integrated AN set up.
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THE QUESTIONS
To be eligible to win one of our
superb, limited edition prizes,
simply place the six LaserDisc
features listed below in descending
order of importance. So, if you
think ' Easy to store' is the most
important, write letter A in box 1,
and so on.

A. Easy to store
B. Digital sound quality
C. Multi-disc capability
D. Picture 60% greater than VHS
E. Durable, never wear out
F. Instant access

THE ANSWERS
1

2

3
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ot all VCRs are identical in
function, after all: this review
looks at one machine that has
no tuner or programming section,
and another which includes satellite
broadcast decoding.

Supplier
Aiwa ( UK), Unit
5, Heathrow
Summit Centre,
Skyport Drive,
West Drayton,
Middlesex
UB7 OLY
Tel: 081-897 7000

0

Realising that there is asector of the
population which uses videotape only
for recording or playing back films,
or dubbing from acamcorder, Aiwa
has put together a video recorder
without a TV tuner or timer. This
£280 VCR has to rely on output from
other video sources to supply its
recording signal, so if you use aTV
monitor for its source what you see
on the screen is what you record.
What you gain for this cut down
version of a video machine is the
highest quality of picture and sound,
and the ability to playback PAL,
NTSC and SECAM tapes. If you do
not have a multi-system TV then
NTSC tapes can be converted to the
PAL colour system at the touch of a
button. You still need amodern TV
with auto or manual vertical hold
adjustment, however, or it will not
synchronise with the change in scan
frequency. Alternatively NTSC4.43
mode can be selected for output to a
multi-system monitor.
But the main achievement of this
VCR is to offer outstanding picture
and hi-fi sound quality at a price
equivalent to the cheapest mono
recorder, thus saving you afortune if
you have no need for timed recording
facilities. Also, those who are so
disappointed with network TV that
they no longer watch it, and wish to

Two unusual VCRs:

Aiwa's tuner-less SX-1 and
the satellite-receiving
Sharp VC-BS97
avoid paying alicence fee, can get by
with this unit and amonitor accepting composite video input to play
either their own or rented video
tapes. It is, perhaps, disappointing
that there is no RGB output, SCART
or S-Video socket, but the composite
video output is to avery high standard. Alternatively the SX-1 provides aremodulated output on UHF
channels 30 to 39, but to use this
would be throwing away much of the
advantage of the recording and playback quality available.
Other uses for the SX-1 are for
tape-to-tape dubbing and editing. If
assembling a programme using
recorded excerpts from, say, acamcorder you can overwrite the audio
soundtrack on the linear track while
keeping the original sound on the
hi-fi track. A microphone input is
provided for dubbed narration in this
mode. Playback using the 'Mix' setting will then output both soundtracks. To help editing, the Still/
Pause button not only gives aslightly
jerky freeze frame but also accomplishes noise-free edits. Finally, as is
typical of hi-fi recorders, the Aiwa
can act as an audio-only recorder at
LP speed. Its capability is far superior to many VCRs in this mode,

matching the qualities of a good
cassette recorder and thus offering
dual purpose audio/video use if connected to an AV amplifier. Other
functions include continuous play
and ' Super Clear' picture enhancement, which increases contrast to
boost the clarity of weak tapes.
Picture quality was best on playback of prerecorded tapes, yielding a
stable and noise free image with
excellent colour saturation and good
definition. NTSC 4.43 tapes were
treated well, but conversion to PAL
reduced the colour output to pastel
shades. The Super Clear option
increases contrast dramatically without introducing further noise, but
loses the subtlety of dynamic shading
and colour tone. It is, however,
useful for display purposes where
there is bright ambient lighting.
Recordings made on this machine
generally offer a high standard, but
not the best we have seen. The sole
failing is a slight shimmer to large
expanses of colour, mainly induced
by a mild degree of background
noise. However, detail rendition is
excellent, capturing small picture elements such as hairs and facial texture
very well. Once again colours are
accurate and well saturated.
Other than the RF connections,
input and output is via phono sockets
on the rear panel, the exceptions
being the microphone and headphone mini jacks on the front, both
of which have their own volume
controls. Volume level is displayed
on afairly crude LED bar graph, and
is set automatically for the line
inputs. Sound quality is good with
only a slight softening of bass and
treble extremes revealing the difference between source and recording.
What I missed was any form of
indexing and the lack of a tape
counter; a major omission. Even so
there is no doubt concerning the
value for money that this VCR offers,
bringing something of the minimalist
hi-fi design approach to a video
product.

SHARP VC-BS97
It is no longer enough to enter the
video market with a VCR that just
records well and has hi-fi sound;
manufacturers now have to fit all
sorts of goodies that will attract
customers to their particular
machine. Many thought that Nicam
stereo decoding would be enough to
tempt the consumer who didn't fancy
upgrading amono TV set. But with
the £ 650 VC-BS97, Sharp has
assumed that the extra fillip of a
satellite decoder will tip the scales in
its favour.
The advantages of combining a
satellite receiver and video recorder
may not be immediately obvious; but
1141 NEWS it RECORD REVIEW: NOME THEME 1993
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consider that both terrestrial and
satellite channel selection is under
the control of the VCR, enabling you
to record a variety of programmes
while you are out or asleep. If you
mainly use aVCR for time-shifting,
this Sharp model may fit into your
lifestyle very nicely.
Sharp has not skimped on the
technical performance. Tape handling in the mid-drive mechanism is
good, using a three-point support
system and honeycomb panel chassis
to reduce vibration. Auto head cleaning and tracking is now standard on
most new video recorders, and the
Sharp is no exception. Also included
is an auto picture control which
suppresses the noise on tapes with
less than perfect recordings (perhaps
those made on a friend's less than
perfect VCR!). The best definition is
to be had with this control switched
off, however, and 250 line resolution
is then just achieved using high
quality tapes.
Unfortunately, the picture is marred by some wavering of line, there
being a lack of steadiness in the
image which shows up the taped
origins. On the other hand, colours
are naturally presented and well saturated with little chroma noise. Use
the best quality tapes, and the
recorded image is acceptable on
screens up to 60cm (24in), but background noise and edge tearing begin
to intrude at higher magnification.
Two tuners are included, one for
satellite and one for terrestrial aerials,
so you can watch aterrestrial channel
while recording from satellite and
vice-versa; especially useful if you are
using the VCR as a stereo sound
source with a mono TV.
Most features are selected via an
on-screen menu, making reference to
the thick instruction book unnecessary for most of the time. Record
programming is activated from the
remote handset, and three methods
are available to suit your preferred
way of working. The simplest allows
immediate or delayed recording to be
set up for the current day just by
entering channel number and start
and stop times, with the handset
display helping you with its prompts.
Programming further ahead can be
carried out via the on-screen menu
system, which proves alittle clumsy
and long-winded in its button pressing but does have the advantage of
showing clearly everything that you
are doing. Alternatively, the timer
setting can be programmed on the
handset's display and then transmitted to the VCR when complete. This
is afaster method and more intuitive
once you get used to the heiroglyphic
prompts that the display flashes at
you while waiting for entries to be
made. For the paranoid who cannot
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993
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believe that they have not made a out on the handset, which features a
mistake, the timer entries can be
clever flap that opens to reveal the
displayed succintly on the TV screen
less commonly used key-pad and
and cancelled if incorrect.
other functions. Among the latter is
For satellite use there is a handy
`Zero Back' which finds 00.00 on the
signal strength meter (on screen) for
real time tape counter automatically.
setting up the aerial, and electric and
The features are rounded off by
magnetic polarisers are supported,
repeat play and a child-proof lock,
together with a procedure for LNB
not that there is much to press on the
offset to optimise the installation.
front of the VCR with its fold down
The tuner contains a decoder and
flap closed.
card slot for VideoCrypt (Sky) transOutputs and inputs are of the
missions, and channel numbers 6 to
conventional configuration; phono
36 are already programmed with the
and SCART audio output, and sockAstra frequencies. Each channel can
ets on the front for acamcorder and
be given a text name of up to six
headphones. Hi-fi sound exhibits a
characters which flash up on screen
high degree of clarity, with a perwhen selected, which helps with
fectly accurate tonal balance and
identification and, again, have
extended bass and treble. Neither is
already been preset. A second
this disturbed by any noticeable coldecoder can be added to adedicated
oration or distortion; the recording
rear SCART socket if you need to
level is adjusted automatically and
de-scramble other types of broadthis is accurately set. Sound levels are
casts.
shown on the front display as a bar
Sharp is fond of renaming everygraph with red sections where driven
day functions, and indexing is here
beyond the 'OdB' level. We were
called DPSS ( Digital Program Search
highly impressed by the sonic perSystem), and has been implemented
formance which works as well with
extremely well. Two dedicated DPSS
pre-recorded tapes as with home
buttons move the tape forwards or
recordings, and does aterrific job on
backwards the number of index
Dolby Stereo.
marks corresponding to the number
This VCR is well constructed and
of times you press the requisite butlaid out, with a yellow fluorescent
ton; simple and logical. Index marks
display which is clear to read and
are automatically set at the start of a highly informative, even displaying a
recording, or whenever the Rec butdish logo when tuned to a satellite
ton is pressed. The only drawback is
channel. For the ultimate video perthat we couldn't find away of clearformance, and complexity of funcing an index mark other than by
tion, it is certainly possible to do
Supplier
recording over it, but this is hardly a better at the price, but if you are
Sharp Electronics,
Thorp Road,
problem.
attracted by the built-in satellite
Newton Heath,
Frame advance, double- speed
decoder and ease of recording choice
Manchester
play, and all other transport functhen the efficacy of the Sharp cannot
M 10 9BE
tions including eject are clearly laid
be denied. leTel: 061-205 4255
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The Premier Home Cinema Dealer
in the South-West
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Pioneer CLD1750
Please phone one of our Home Cinema experts
to arrange your demonstration.
Exeter

Torquay

0392 218895
0803 326723
Paul or Nik Ian or Jonathan

Plymouth

Bath

Bristol

0752 226011
Dave or Luke

0225 446245
Jerry or lain

0272 428247
Andy Ford

THE LARGEST RANGE OF HOME CINEMA
EQUIPMENT IN ESSEX • LASERDISC SPECIALISTS
PAL & NTSC TITLES STOCKED

K.J. West One are pleased to announce the opening of their
studio refitted solely for the demonstration of Dolby
Surround Pro Logic Home Cinema including the THX
certified Dolby Surround Pro Logic Decoders.
Using the new 50" Pioneer back projection TV, we will
demonstrate recent film releases on both video and laserdisc
formats; the Dolby sound-tracks decoded, amplified and
conveyed by the latest specification processors, amplifiers and
speakers.

Classic
Sound & Vision
19 THE ROYALS, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX
Tel: 0702 461634 - Mail Order 0702 600130

We have awide selection of the best audio visual components
currently available.
Our expertise in this fast expanding form of home
entertainment is second to none and our knowledgeable advice
will enable customers to maximise the potential from their
Home Cinema System.
Some of the brands and models we stock are listed below.
TELEVSION MONITORS

LASERDISC PLAYERS

PIONEER SD- T5000 50' ( Back Projecnon)

PIONEER CID 2700

PIONEER SD- T4000 40' (Back Prop:elan)

PIONEER CID 1750

ACAMBRIDGE HI-FI LTD
NATIONAL HI-FI DEALER OF THE YEAR — 1987/88

1-3 HAWTHORN WAY, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1AT
TELEPHONE: 0223 67773 FAX: 0223 353741

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE
BOSE, KEF, PIONEER, MARANTZ, KENWOOD, B&W,
TECHNICS, JAMO, MORDAUNT SHORT, YAMAHA

PIONEER CLD 700
DOLBY PRO LOGIC DECODERS A AV AMPS
LEXICON CP-1 Dolby Pm Logic Decoder + DSP

TIM CERTIFIED COMPONENTS

LEXICON CE 2Dolby Pm Logic Decoder

LEXICON CE 3THX Dolby Decoder

YAMAHA DSP A1000(7 Channel Amp)
YAMAHA DSP A500 ( 5Channel Amp)

HOME CINEMA SPEAKERS

YAMAHA DSP E1000(5 Channel F.ffect3 Amp)

INFINITY INFINTESIMAL 4Satellites

YAMAHA DSP E200 ( 3Channel Effects Amp)

INFINITY INFINTESIMAL 4Subwoofer

DENON AVC 3020(5 Channel Amp)

PIONEER S- P70 Rear/Front Effects
YAMAHA NS- C90 Centre

HOME CINEMA PACKAGES

YAMAHA NS- E100 Rear/Front Effects

CELESTION HT ONE (Decoder + Rear)

YAMAHA SW50 Subwoofer

CEI.ESTION HT THREE ( Decoder, Cent= & Rear)

YAMAHA SW100 Subwoofer

Prices are currently in a state offlux due to the drop in value
of the pound. We bought heavily to enable us to offer very
competitive prices - check elsewhere first, then ring us for a
price - we try always to 'meet or beat' competitors prices.

AV Prologic Separates & Systems
40" Pioneer Projection Screen on AV Demo
WIDE RANGE OF LASER DISC SOFTWARE
LATEST AMERICAN & BRITISH TITLES
1
/
2 PRICE

LASER DISC PROMOTION NOW ON

THE NORTH WEST'S No.!
HO
HEATRE CENTRE
em118110e7"
7.
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wEer ONE

AUDIO VISUAL

26 New Cavendish Street, London WIN 7LH
(Croat to Merylebone High Street)
Tel: 071 488 8282/8283 • Fax: 071 487 3452
Open Mon- Sat 10 00 a m 6 00 p m

We have the
Pioneer CLD700
plus the complete
Pioneer range

mWm.

Thurs unto, 700 p m

ASHTON: 32 STAVELEIGH WAY, ASHTON PRECINCT. TEL: 061-343 5127
CHEADLE: 44 HIGH STREET. TEL: 061-428 5278
DENTON: 25 ASHTON ROAD. TEL 061.336 4461/4366
PURPLE: RIDGEDALE CENTRE, HOLLINS LANE. TEL: 061-449 0461
STOCKPORT: 65/69 PRINCES STREET.TEL: 061-476 3500
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LASERDISC

C

Sonically, this
player is
markedly
different from
the CLD-1750.
It has aleaner
and more
articulate
character that
is immediately
attractive and
lively. This is
good news for
both LD and
CD playback

Recognising
that many
users will have
purchased an
LD player to
double-up as a
CD player, the
CLD-700
incorporates
CD audio-only
functions
activated by a
front panel
switch marked
'Direct CD'

Supplier
Pioneer GB,
Field Way,
Greenford, Middx
UB6 8UZ.
Tel: 081-575 5757

omparisons between video
tape and LaserDisc are odious;
the quality from pre-recorded
tapes seems disastrously noisy, and
Dolby Stereo sounds highly unstable
when played against the LaserDisc
equivalent. LaserDisc filins also offer
WideScreen editions as viewed in the
cinema, and the extra resolution
available from disc makes the viewing of these highly satisfactory on a
large-screen TV. The disadvantage is
cost of equipment and discs, as there
are no plans to put LaserDisc into
rental libraries yet.
Enter the £349 Pioneer CLD-700,
a LaserDisc player offering
full facilities, and indeed with several
new features. Recognising that many
users will have purchased an LD
player to double-up as aCD player,
the '700 incorporates CD audio-only
functions activated by a front panel
switch marked ' Direct CD'. This not
only de-activates the video circuitry
to remove apossible source of noise
and interference, but also makes use
of asmaller disc drawer which pops
out from the middle of the main
drawer, thus speeding up the loading
and play mechanism.
For those who have had filin viewing interrupted in the middle without
taking note of the track and time, the
Pioneer will remember the position.
When re-starting the player, pressing
'Play' resumes from the point where
you left off. Alternatively the 'IntroScan' feature plays each track for
about eight seconds, allowing snapshots of each chapter until ' Play' is
pressed. There are also various
search modes including playback
from an entered elapsed time, or at a
certain time into aparticular track, or
starting from adesignated frame on a
CAV disc. If you are copying on to
tape the 'Compu Program' facility
will work out the optimum track
selection for a selected tape length.
This works for LaserDisc too, but
bear in mind it will scramble the
order of tracks to fit, so it is only of
use for music LDs. One economy
that has been made is in the PALonly mode; load an NTSC-encoded
disc and it will be unceremoniously
ejected!
Naturally, track selection and
programming can be carried out via
the front panel controls, and the
program contents are displayed on
your TV screen. Unfortunately there
is no numeric key-pad on the handset, nor aprogram button other than
'Random' and 'Repeat A-B', but all
other transport functions are provided, including 'Intro Scan'. Outputs are well provisioned; two
SCART sockets allow connection to a
VCR and TV monitor, with signals
being fed through from VCR to TV
when the Pioneer is turned off. In
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PIONEER

CLD700

midrange to fill out the tonal balance.
Difficult rhythms are rendered easy
to follow on this player, while instrucutting LaserDisc player
ments are separated out well.
Video quality benefits from.
mounting on asuitable support with
by PETER 1 COMEAU
performance areminder of the top of
conjunction there is a composite
the range ' 1750. Iwould guess that
video output and stereo audio phono
similar filter characteristics have been
sockets, but no separate digital outused to produce a very sharp and
grain-free picture. The bandwidth is
put. Unusually the digital audio level
can be raised and lowered from the
very wide and yet well balanced with
remote, so this becomes a handy
no burn-outs on highlights. Perhaps
volume control.
the black level is not as solid as our
reference Philips LDP600, and conSOUND QUALITY
trast is slightly muted as a result.
Sonically this player is markedly
Unless you carry out the direct comdifferent from the CLD-1750 [
Home
parison, however, there is little to
Theatre, Dec '92]. It has aleaner and
complain about and much to admire.
With video output switched on, the
more articulate character that is
immediately attractive and lively.
sound takes on a brighter nature
This is good news for both LD and
which aids the clarity of dialogue but
CD playback, and is consistent with
loses the attractive warmth. Against
the quality found in £250 CD playthe LDP600, sound ianages are not
ers, making the Pioneer a decided
quite so well locked into place, nor is
bargain.
the recorded acoustic portrayed so
The audio circuit features asingle
naturally. Compared with a hi-fi
Bitstream digital-to-analogue converVCR, the improvement in sound and
ter producing smooth and fatigue- vision is magical, so the CLD-700
free low distortion sonics. With the
could be said to lie between the very
`CD Direct' button pressed, the
best VCRs and reference standard
sound is highly detailed and explicit
LD players. A remarkable outcome
with atouch of warmth in the lower
at this price. IAPioneer's CLD-700: a cost
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SANSUI

MCX-950L
Input selection
is usually
automatic; for
instance place
acassette in
the deck and
press play and
the unit
switches to
tape
immediately.
The tuner and
CD are treated
to the same
auto switching

18

ansui's MCX950 packs an
almost complete hi-fi system
and A/V amplifier into aspacesaving and stylish collection.
Although housed in separate boxes
the various parts of the system work
together, linked by multi-connection
ribbon cables, under microcomputer
control. As the units are physically
separate they can be configured in an
horizontal or vertical stack according
to available space. As is common
among modern mini and midi systems, the facilities provided are
extensive, with afrighteningly large
instruction book needed to explain
them all. The Sansui package
attempts to be everything you could
ever want in a total entertainment
system, and then some.
At the heart of the system is afive
channel amplifier with digital sound
processing ( DSP) and Dolby ProLogic processors, providing 40W/ch
for the front speakers, and 12W for
each rear and centre channel. This is
not agreat hearted output, and will
not achieve high listening levels in
larger rooms; but, if partnered with
efficient speakers, then it is enough
for distortion-free general listening,
and such acompact unit will be used
in a smaller environment.
Coupled to the amplifier is an
AM/FM tuner with 30 presets and
programmable timer, CD player with
single-bit MASH converter, and twin

The more advanced the AIV
set-up, the more it
resembles an assembled
stack with anest of wiring.
Complete mini systems,
like the Sansui MCX950
reviewed here, may prove
to be amore attractive
answer . . .
auto- reverse cassette decks. It is best
to have the tuner at the top with the
amplifier second in line simply
because these contain most of the
extensive controls, but operation is
easier to understand when operated
via the well laid out handset.
Input selection is usually automatic; for instance place acassette in the
deck and press play and the unit
switches to tape immediately. The
tuner and CD are treated to the same
auto switching. The other inputs for
VCR, LaserDisc and BS (TV to you
and me), are arrayed across the top of
the remote next to the power button
where they are easily found.
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AV
The unit is pretty intelligent,
allowing one-touch recording of CD
to tape, for example, with auto-level
setting and fade-out and fade-in as
the auto-reverse cassette changes
sides. This works with both standard
play and auto edit; the latter programs a track order to fit the tape
length on each side. If you don't want
gaps between the tracks 'Megan)
Mix' fades one CD track into the
next! Similarly each source can be
given its own play characteristics,
setting the volume level, tone
equalization and surround mode for
every input. Not content with this
you can set different volume levels
for each sector of the day: before
9am, up to 7pm, up to lOpm and
lOpm to Sam the next day. Luckily
the volume will not change while you
are using the system as it crosses a
time boundary. In case this seems
complicated be reassured that the
unit 'learns' your normal set up
routine and stores the settings on
command. Thereafter the same settings are restored when the respective
source is selected. Naturally, the
in-built clock can be used to wake
you up every day with your choice of
music from radio, CD or tape, and
equally sensibly the timer can be
used to record radio broadcasts from
FM, MW or LW.
On the fascia of the amplifier is a
large white fluorescent display which
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is either informative or annoying
depending on your point of view. For
a start it welcomes you when you
switch on with a 'Good Morning' (or
afternoon or evening as appropriate),
and says 'See you again' as you switch
off! At other times a scrolling text
line tells you what you have selected
and gives a read-out of adjustments
made. Beneath this is a 'graphic'
which gives acontinuous bar graph
spectrum analysis of the input signal.
It may be fascinating to see the
frequency content of alot of TV and
radio programmes, but the continual
flickering can prove distracting;
happily you can switch it off. When
you choose one of the three equalizer
curves the display models the frequency response. Adjustments can
be made over three bands (similar to
bass, mid and treble tone controls),
but as usual with these types of
equalizer the results are not much use
unless you have a particularly poor
recording. More inspiring are the two
'Delight Bass' enhancements, one of
which applies a 6dB lift, centred
around 40Hz, to firm up the bottom
end response of bookshelf speakers,
the other boosting output down to
20Hz, level dependent on the volume
setting for all the speakers.
The various surround modes are
even more fun to play with, though
hopefully you will settle down to a
preferred setting for each source after
familiarisation. Six surround modes,
from Dolby Pro- Logic through
'Theatre' and 'Concert' to 'Disco',
can be used to spread sound around
the room using four or five speakers,
while 'Front 2CH DSP' can provide a
prickly surround feeling through the
ront speakers only given mono or
stereo sources. As usual the Dolby
roLogic mode is the most useful,
giving reasonably natural effects
from well recorded film and TV
soundtracks. This is a good impleentation of the Dolby standard,
though, due to the type of DSP
rnployed, the sound images are
ther centred in the speakers. The
e applies to straight stereo use
with link depth in the stereo
e. Part of the problem in the
6r surround modes is the sound of
the digital delay, which is rather
'clangy' and ' spiky', making it difficult to achieve an effects level where
the rear speaker output is not
obvious. Generally the effects
worked best with the artificial and
electronic sounds of recent pop
music, livening up the acoustic to act
as an aural exciter.
If you really want to entertain with
this system, plug in amicrophone or
two and sing along in the karaoke
mode. With this feature engaged, the
central vocals in a stereo mix are
suppressed allowing you to add your

MIDI

SYSTEMS

own lyrics to the instrumental backing, or to make a karaoke tape
consisting only of the accompaniment. Video switching is provided
for composite video outputs from a
VCR, LaserDisc player and broadcast standard tuner or TV.
Two video outputs serve the VCR
and TV monitor; this is not the most
flexible arrangement but will satisfy
most domestic requirements. Video
and audio inputs can be separated
allowing viewing of one source while
listening to another; useful for simulcast broadcasts across TV and radio.
As is common with systems of this
type matching speakers are supplied.
These are three-way designs which
should be stand mounted, and are
more cosmetically acceptable than
they are acoustically desirable. Linking in the Celestion 3s and CS135
subwoofer system proved afar better
match, even though the efficiency is
lower, and showed the mettle of the
Sansui. Ifound it better to use the
Phantom centre mode for most
speaker combinations, as the dynamic range of the centre channel is
limited by its 12W output. Best
results were obtained from the CD
player and the FM section of the
tuner, both producing a clean and
detailed sound quality. The amplifier
exhibits quite astrong character centred around astrong lower midrange
emphasis which adds arather bloated
vocal presence. Treble performance
showed some traces of spininess, but
in general the sound was considered
fatigue free. The cassette units were,
franldy, disappointing with their dry
and uninspiring output heavily
limited at the frequency extremes,
while AM radio is similarly afflicted
but to a greater degree.

At the heart of
the system is a
five channel
amplifier with
digital sound
processing
(DSP) and
Dolby ProLogic
processors,
providing
40W/ch for the
front speakers,
and 12W for
each rear and
centre channel

CONCLUSION
Compared to a careful assembly of
separate A/V amplifier, tuner, CD
player and single cassette deck, the
Sansui does not deliver the same
neutrality, clarity and accuracy at an
equivalent price. The facilities,
however, are in its favour and, combined with the neat packaging, may
prove the greater attraction. As an
introduction to Dolby Pro- Logic MC
X950 is impressive and is unlikely to
disappoint if the speakers are
chosen with care. +
Mannfecterees Specification:
sue

AV Inputs:
AV Outputs:
Speaker outputs:

Dimensions eon.
Price:

-111111

RUM Tuner with 30 presets,
1bit/MASH CD player, 5ch
amplifier with DSP. Twin Cassette
Deck with auto- reverse, Dolly B. C
and Ht- PRO
BS, LD, VCR. Itaraoke Mice
VCR, TV monitor,
Front 35 watts per channel/8 .
Ohms, Centre 12 watts/6 Ohms,
Rear 12 watts per channeU6
Vertical stack 380 x270 x340
Horizontal layout 190x 550x 340
With speakers f1270
Without speakers f.1120

Supplier:
Sansui UK, 91
Coleman Road,
Leicester LES
4LE.
Tel: (0533)
460021
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For the best seat in the house, experience

HOME CINEMA

with Pioneer's Award Winning Laser Disc Players & Projection TVs
All dealers listed below stock acomprehensive selection of Laser Disc Software
Avon

Radford HIFI
Torquay
Tel No: 0803 326723

Paul Roberts HIFI
Broadmead, Bristol
Tel No: 0272 250760

Dorset

Paul Robert HIFI
Western- Super- Mare
Tel No: 0934 414423

Dawson. Radio
Bournemouth
Tel No: 0202 764965

Radford HIFI
Bath
Tel No: 0225 446245
Radford HIFI
Bristol
Tel No: 0272 428247

Birmingham
Naain HIFI
Tel No: 021 633 4944

Cambridge

Kent
Howes
Southborough
Tel No 0892 528682

Edinburgh

Lancashire

Bill FlutchInson
Tel No: 031 667 2877

Tomorrow Studios
VVIgan
Tel No. 0942 37977

Classic Sound & Vision
Southend-on-Sea
Tel No: 0702 461634

Fortune
Jersey
Tel No: 0534 32549

Glasgow

Cheshire

Bill Hutchinson
Tel No: 041 248 2857

Hamlets
Cheadle
Tel No: 061 428 6367

Gloucestershire
Hutchinsons
Chultenham
Tel No. 0242 573012

Hamlets
Stockport
Tel No: 061 476 3500

Hants

Tomorrow Studios
Chester
Tel No: 0244 320414

Now Theta HIFI
Portsmouth
Tel No: 0705 811230

Devon

Southampton HIFI Centre
Southampton
Tel No: 0703 228434

Radford HiFI
Plymouth
Tel Nu 0/52 226011

CD VIDEO

Forum HiFt
Sherwood
Tel No 0602 622657

Oxon
Thames Valley
Bicester
Tel No' 0869 320550

Peterborough
The HiFi Company
Tel Nu 0/33 341 // 6

Leeds

Somerset

Bill Hutchinson
Tel No: 0532 427777

Paul Roberts HIFI
Taunton
Tel No: 0823 270000

London

Surrey

Covent Garden Records
Covent Garden
Tel No. 071 379 7427

Audlolite
Thornton Heath
Tel No: 081 653 2261

SRS Laser World
Tel No: 071 287 2458/9

Zebra
South Croydon
Tel No. 081 688 2491

The Studio
Tel No . 081 340 7775

Warwickshire

Manchester

The HiFi Company
eanungton Spa
Tel No 0926 888644

Bill Hutchinson
Deansgate
Tel No: 081 839 8800

Wiltshire

Newcastle

In Phase Audio
Swondon
Tel No 0793 520948

Bill Hutchinson
Tel No 091 230 3600

eD

For further details
FREEPHONE 0800 480480

THAMES
VALLEY
LASER

Nottingham

W. Darby
St. Albans
Tel No: 0727 851596

East Sussex

20/20 Audio Visuel
West Thurrock
Tel No: 0708 891818

Channel Islands

North Glasgow
System Design
Wishaw
Tel No 0698 375117

The L
Disc Centre
Eastbourne
Tel No: 0323 640911

Essex

Cambridge HIFI
Chesterton
Tel No: 0223 67773

Hertfordshire
Chew & Osborne
8/shop's Stortford
Tel No: 0279 656401

PIONEER

The Art of Entertainment

LTM

L45541:18C

COMPACT

°
DIGITAL AUDIO

9CROWN WALK SHOPPING CENTRE, BICESTER OK6 7HY, TELEPHONE Me 320 550, (0869)242 078

•Laserdisc players from Pioneer, Philips and Sony in stock.
•Large range of NTSC and PAL laserdiscs in stock.
•Full mail order service to all UK ( fully insured).
Fast, efficient service.
•Pro Logic equipment from Marantz, Pioneer and Yamaha in stock.
Widescreen Philips televisions in stock.
Equipment demonstrations strictly by prior appointment only
2 minutes from Junction 9 on M40.

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

You heard it right.

The newest audio magazine is
all about vacuum tubes!
Glass Audio is designed for you dedicated music loyers who've always
known that tube equipment sounds better than solid state. We think you'll be
pleased to have amagazine to keep you current with all the on-going developments in vacuum tube technology, applications and equipment.
Here's asampling from our premiere issue: An elegant driver for electrostatic
and electrodynamic headphones. Aself- bias servo for push-pull output tube
amplifiers. Upgrades for the classic Revox tape recorders. Astereo balanced
transformer input microphone preamp. Aquality dynamic headphone tube
amplifier. Plus amajor update on the entire field by Ken Kessler.
These articles aren't just for reading or browsing. They're for doing. Glass
Audio includes schematics and instructions, just like ourother publications,
Audio Amateur and Speaker Builder.
We don't expect everyone to subscribe—just those with the special taste for
warm, satisfying tube sound.
Please enter my airmailed subscription for:

LASERDISCS
THE LASERDISC CENTRE LTD
318 Seaside, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN22 7RH
Telephone: 0323 640911
THE LASERDISC SPECIALISTS!
*

E two years (8issues) at $50 Done year (4issues) at $30.
FAX (
603)924-9467 Remittances in USfunds only Please allow up to 6weeks for first issue

Charge to my

Cl Visa card

D Mastercard

#

EX P. /

SIGNATURE

NOW IN STOCK!! *

PIONEER CLD 1750 £ 549.99
PHILIPS LDP600VVS £ 699.99

NAME

STREET 4, NO

* WE STOCK OVER 3000 TITLES
IN PAL AND NTSC

CITY

COUNTRY

POSTAL CODE

NEW TITLES ARRIVING EVERY MONTH

* MUSIC * FILMS * SPECIAL INTEREST *
In WIdescreen, Dolby Pro Log ,.

* PHONE NOW FOR OUR FREE LASERDISC CATALOGUE!
MAIL ORDER THROUGHOUT THE U.K.
Accesa. Vila accepted
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REMOTES

LEARN 'EM!
Gone are the days when you
had to leave the comfort of
your armchair just to
switch from BBC to IW . A
'learning remote', like the
models tested here from
Technics and Marantz, can
bring acomplete AIV
system under control

W

ith all the features that are
packaged with today's
multi-media systems it is
sometimes only the remote controls
which allow access to functions in a
user-friendly fashion. How can you
possibly set-up Dolby Stereo and
other DSP modes without being in
the listening seat? But if you are
running out of room on the arms of
your chair for all the separate remotes
it is time to investigate aprogrammable ' learning' or 'intelligent' remote
control.
Before you rush out and buy the
cheapest in the shop remember this:
many of the command sequences that
need to be put into aprogrammable
remote to make life easier for you and
your family can be remarkably complex. There are only afew learning
remotes which have enough buttons
to store the more obscure commands
typically encountered on surround
sound processors, and rarely do they
have a 'Text' button for your teletext
controls.

MARANTZ RC593
Previous incarnations of this remote
have been issued with top Marantz
amplifiers, and the designers have
learnt a lot about the requirements
for an omnipotent handset.
Naturally, this remote commander
is dominated by an LCD indicating
in large letters the name of the
equipment functions selected. Below
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993

Supplier:
Marantz HtFi
(UK) Ltd,
Kings bridge
House, Padbury
Oaks, 581-583
Bath Road,
Longford,
Middlesex UB7
OEH
Tel: (0753)
680868
21

173 STATION ROAD, EDGWARE

tetece.

MIDDLESEX HAS 7JX
TEL: (081) 952 5535
FAX: (081) 951 5864

Main Dealers for:
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ADCOM
AIWA
A I
AKG/
AR
ALBARRY
ALPHASON
ARCAM
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO I
NNOVATIONS
AUDIOQUEST
AUDIO TECHNICA
AURA
B &W
BANDRIDGE accessories
BANG & O LUFSEN
BEYER DYNAMIC
BOSE
BOSTON
CABLETALK
CANON
CASTLE
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
CREEK
CYRUS
DENON
DUAL
GOLDRING
HARMAN KARDON
HECO
HEYBROOK
I
NFINITY
AMO
J
PW
J
J
BL
KEF
KENWOOD
LUXMAN
M AFtANTZ
M AXELL
M ICHELL
M ICROMEGA
M ISSION
M ITSUBISHI
M ONITOR AUDIO

PART
EXCHANGE

SALE

Nth/NW LONDON

SPEND
£2000

CLAIM GOODS
WORTH

£1500

CLAIM GOODS
WORTH

£1000

CLAIM GOODS
WORTH

£750

CLAI W
M OG
RO
TO
H DS

£500

E

£300
£100

CLAIM
IN O
GROTO
HDS

CLAIM
IN O
GROTO
HDS

CLAIMIN
WORTH

MIDDLESEX TW3 1RH

•

END OF YEAR

0 081-952 5535

45 HIGH STREET, HOUNSLOW

••

TEL: (081) 569 5802
FAX: (081) 569 6353

SUNDAY
OPENING
0 71 16
àtà
10 min
from
Heathrow

081-569 5802
081-570 7512

MAIL
ORDER
AUDIO
VISUAL
DEMOS
INTEREST
FREE
CREDIT?
ASK FOR
DETAILS

Promotion valid until 31/7/93, and not with any other offer, nor with interest free credit, nor with special offers, nor with part exchange.

Main Dealers for:
M ONSTOR cable
M ORDAUNT-SHORT
M USICAL FIDELITY
NAD
NAGAOKA
NAKAMICHI
O RTOFON
PANASONIC
PHILIPS
PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER
PROJ
ECT turntables
PROTON
Q ED
Q UAD
REVOLVER
RE
VOX
ROGERS
RoKSAN
ROTEL
RUARK
SANSUI
SCOTCH/3M
SENNHEISER
SHURE
SOUND
O RGANISATION
SME
SONY
SPENDOR
STAX
SYSTEMDEK
TANNOY PRESTIGE
TARGET
TANNOY
TDK
Tuc

TECHNICS
THORENS
TOSHIBA
TRIPOD
VAN der HUL
W AD IA
W HARFEDALE
YAMAHA
AND M ANY M ORE

REMOTES
this are ten buttons labelled for
different types of equipment; TV,
VCR, CD, and so forth. Lo and
behold, next to TV there is a 'Text'
button, but it is ashame that LaserDisc is labelled `CDV'. Below these
is a logical layout of transport buttons, with extra large play and stop
keys, and then a numeric key-pad
with five extra teletext buttons over
them. Then follows the large, and
easily identified volume, four-way
balance, memo and mute buttons.
Last, but not least, are four ' macro'
keys which can each store asequence
of 15 function steps. This should be
enough to switch everything on and
enter various start-up modes with
just one key press; if not two macro
buttons can be programmed for a
sequence of 30 steps.
The really clever part of this handset, however, is the row of five
memory buttons above the LCD
screen. These not only accept any
stray functions which do not have
labelled equivalents on the standard
keys, but also are allotted three text
characters each, displayed underneath them on the screen. Thus you
are unlikely ever to need a layover
card for those features which are not
covered by other remotes, providing
you can think of three text characters
to identify each function. For example we set these up to suit the index
(IDX), back to zero (ZRO), eject
(EJT) and counter zero ( 000) features
for the Sharp VC-BS97 on the VCR- 1
setting. Then we put the FTS, display menu ( MNU), index search
(IDX) and open/close (OPN) functions of the Philips LDP-600 on the
CDV setting. Do you now begin to
see the possibilities? It is apity that
the macro buttons are not served by a
text readout in the same way, but
they do have space underneath them
for a label. And, glory be, the
'Standby' button is programmable
for each piece of equipment.
You would still have trouble, even
with all this flexibility, in instituting
many of the complex timer program
functions present on modern VCRs,
but we can't think of much else you
would need to do that cannot be
fitted on the RC593. Our only gripe
concerns the tough feel of the
numeric key-pad, but this does make
it difficult to press by mistake when
searching for the transport buttons.
You also need avery broad palm to

Manufacturer's specification
Price: £ 109.90
Pre-programmed Marantz D-BUS codes
Nine equipment function sets
35 programmable buttons per equipment set
Four macro buttons, capacity of each 15
commands
Learning code capacity: 150
Estimated battery life (frequent use) 12 months
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operate it with one hand, but then
think of all the circuitry which has to
be squeezed inside! The learning
system is simplicity itself, as the
handset waits for you to press the
requisite button on the sending
remote after releasing the key that is
being programmed, thus cutting
down all the fumbles. The unit
comes pre-programmed with all
Marantz codes, which also suit most
Philips models too, so you may not
need to do much programming of
your own. This really is a great
product; a truly intelligent universal
remote!

TECHNICS SH-R500
You will certainly be interested in
this model if you have other Technics
or Panasonic components as the commands for these, both old and new
types, are already programmed into
the necessary keys. Even Thomson
and Philips TV and VCR commands
are factory-stored. But all these preprogrammed keys can be used to
store new 'learnt' commands from
your existing remotes, no matter
which manufacturer, providing they
issue compatible infra-red signals.
Nine different equipment command sets, from VCRs through TV
and SAT to DAT, can be programmed into this unit; LaserDisc is
labelled as VDP. Under TV there is
also a 'Text' button ( hurrah!),
flanked by a numeric key-pad and
three macro buttons, so there is
certainly plenty of flexibility built in.
Each of the three macros can issue a
sequence of eight instructions, so our
family technophobe could be told to
press ' Mr which would switch on
the TV, select the video channel,
switch on the amplifier and select the
VCR input, and switch on the VCR.
A simple five-character display at the
top of the unit tells you which
equipment function is selected, and
there is a ' direct play' mode which
automatically switches VCRs, CD
players and so forth into play when
their function button is selected.

Before you
rush out and
buy the
cheapest in the
shop
remember this:
many of the
command
sequences that
Commands for which you can't
need to be put
find labelled keys can be programinto a
med under nine option buttons,
programmable
labelled 'A' to ' I'. You will have to
remote to
think up mnemonics for them, along
make life
the lines of A for Advance, B for
easier for you
Back and so on, as there is no way of
and your family
labelling which does what. Finally,
can be
two extra- large volume buttons and a remarkably
mute button, sit at the bottom of the
complex. There
handset, just right for thumb control.
are only afew
Despite its size the remote sits comlearning
fortably in the palm, and the six
remotes which
transport buttons fall nicely to hand.
have enough
Sensibly, the 'on/off button can be
buttons to
programmed to be equivalent to all
store the more
the 'standby' and 'power' commands
obscure
your equipment has.
commands
No figures are given for average
learning capacity, but we were able to
put in more than 100 fairly lengthy
commands, so we guess it has enough
for the average mortal. The rubbery
buttons felt nice and positive to
press, but we were disappointed no
indication is given that you have
pressed one. We suppose it is good
enough that the equipment responds,
but sometimes it is comforting to
know the command is being correctly
transmitted. For a unit with this
flexibility and capability the SHR500 is excellent value.

Manufacturer's specifications
Price: £69.95
Pre-programmod Technics and Panasonic
Audio and Visual; Thomson and Philips TV
and VCR only.
Nine equipment command sets
48 programmable buttons for each set
Three macro buttons, capacity eight
commands each
Estimated battery life (frequent use). 6months

Supplier:

Technics,
Panasonic
Consumer
Electronics,
Willoughby Road,
Bracknell, Berks
RG12 4FP
Tel: (0344)
853943
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illing aliving room with speakers for acomplete A/V setup is
enough to terrify the houseproud, especially those who view all
such equipment as an unnecessary
intrusion into domesticity. As such
the temptation is to choose speakers
which are small enough to blend into
the surroundings, but how then to
ensure reception of the low frequency
explosive effects that are part and
parcel of modern film sound?
The answer is to fill in the lower
registers with a separate bass box,
and such subwoofer and satellite
combinations are the focus of attention here. It is difficult enough to try
to design atwo-way hi-fi loudspeaker
which succeeds in marrying its drive
units into a coherent array without
undue coloration. To bring the additional complexity of a separate bass
box, with its own attendant crossover
and phase problems into the equation
is asking for trouble. But if size is the
critical factor, then the ability to hide
the subwoofer box may prove an
undeniable attraction.
If expense is not arestricting factor
then the best results will usually be
obtained from an active subwoofer
(that is, one with its own amplifier
and equalintion) in conjunction with
small, but full range, monitor-type
speakers. We hope to look at afew of
these in a future issue of Home
Theatre. For those with a restricted
budget, however, the passive bass
box and satellite configuration is a

Affordable subwoofer and
satellite AIV speaker
combinations from Boston,
Celestion, Heco,JBL and
Rock Solid

IN
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necessary evil. The trick is to find
one which doesn't fall short of the
standard of clarity, neutrality and
integration offered by equivalently
priced, stand alone, hi-fi speakers.

BOSTON T6
T6 (£549) is acollection of Boston's
Six series subwoofer and satellites, in
this case supplemented by a 525V
centre speaker. SubSat Six is the
usual combination of mini bass box
and small satellite units, though here
there is no crossover for either subwoofer or satellites so that they can
be, and indeed must be, wired independently. How, then, is the crossover between the two managed?
The satellites rely on natural rolloff, by housing amidrange unit in a
small sealed enclosure aided and
abetted by a200µF series capacitor;
there is, of course, a crossover
included, to suit the mid to treble
transition at 3.5kHz. Two 160mm
bass units, one for each channel, are
housed on abaffle inside the box with
their rear output contained by individual sealed enclosures. Frontal output, however, fires into a common
cavity with two optimally flared
ports, forming a bandpass filter.
Tuned correctly, the combination of
enclosure and port ensures that the
main output lies over a relatively
narrow frequency range, so that
lower midrange output is quelled.
Various absorbents inside the box
can help reduce any higher frequency
intrusion, but the Boston uses no
damping at all to extract the maximum power from the enclosed units.
Bass is also boosted corner positioning; this can add up to a9dB increase
in bass output, with the risk of
exciting room resonances.
Bass tuning is arranged so that the
main output lies in the 50 to 80Hz
region, though still with some fairly
strong output up to 200Hz. Corner
positioning extends the bass down to
35Hz, with the fall-off due to the
bandpass tuning helping to reduce
lumpiness due to room modes.
The satellites take over from
around 150Hz, a polypropyleneconed 100mm midrange unit with
coated foam surround handling the
majority of the energy input, and a
polycarbonate 13mm dome providing
the treble output. Both units integrate with a reinforced plastic front
panel screwed into awood grain vinyl
covered chipboard cabinet. Internal
absorbent is a light fill of BAF
wadding, the enclosure panels being
small enough so that the main resonances come from the perforated
metal grille. The crossover is hardwired to ablock on the side of each
speaker interior, all connections
being tag-wired. Cables are inserted
into spring connectors on the satelHI-FI NEWS á RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993
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lites, while 4mm terminals, which
can screw down onto large diameter
wires, are fitted to the subwoofer.
On their own, the SubSat Six
stereo speakers appear somewhat
thin throughout the crossover region,
with the subwoofer droning away
down at the bottom. You may care,
as we did, to move the bass box out of
the recommended corner position,
still keeping it in the junction of wall
and floor. This reduces the roomstanding wave excitation and is still
able to maintain good power down to
50Hz, passing the drum test on the
HFNIRR Test Disc II '
Base Desires'
track, but failing the bass synth on
`Blues for Klook'. With some experimentation, it is possible to reduce the
lumpiness of the bass response to a
reasonable level.
Add the 525V centre speaker,
however, and the overall presentation
is given a kick and shocked into
action. Midrange fills out in amore
than acceptable manner, with vocals
taking on an entirely natural presence. Removing the front grille of
the centre speaker reveals apolycarbonate 13nun dome treble unit and
what appear to be two 130min bass
units. But then you notice that one
has alarger dust cap than the other.
This turns out to be an ABR (auxiliary bass radiator), a passive cone
which acts like amass-loaded reflex
port. The actual drive unit on the
other side of the tweeter features a
polypropylene cone and treated foam
surround with doped cloth dust cap.
These materials have been chosen
and glued together well to give a
clean and smooth midrange output.
Unusually, the cabinet is metal
lined, and this effectively reduces
resonance in the long chipboard
panels; BAF wadding provides some
marginal damping. The eightelement crossover is hard-wired and
glued to a board on the rear panel,
positioned away from magnetic
influence behind the ABR. With
such attention to constructional
detail it is disappointing to find
push-on tag-wiring to the drive units.
Never mind, this speaker lifts the
complete Boston T6 out of obscurity
and into the limelight. Use a good
surround sound processor with centre channel activated (and you have
to watch out here, as some processors
use only the centre on Dolby ProLogic modes), and the midband is
stunningly projected with just the
right amount of sparkle added by the
treble units. Such awide-range centre affects more than just the dialogue: nearly every aspect of the
sound is promoted to ahigher grade.
Given simply arranged musical
input, there is more than asuspicion
of coloration, this being of the cardboardy, nasal and thick lower midHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993

140Hz. Output to matching satellites
is unencumbered by further crossover components, as the restricted
size of their enclosures gives anatural
low frequency roll-off to suit the
point at which the sub takes over.
Cast aluminium enclosures are
used for the satellites, with front
panels of reinforced plastic acting as
the chassis for the 100nun undoped
paper cone midrange units. An
j
unusually complex 10-element circuit
forms the crossover to ametal dome
19mm treble unit in each case, many
range type, the latter proving the
of the components forming tuning
main detraction from the ideal transand equalization for the drivers. Like
parency. Timbre matching between
the satellites and surrounds is, of the bass box, the enclosures are
lightly filled with fibreglass wadding.
course, near perfect as they are basiConnections to the drive units are via
cally identical, though the powerful
push-on tags, while in contrast, all
bass provided by the subwoofer at
speaker terminals are strong, goldthe front cannot balance with the
plated 4mm sockets accepting large
emasculated bass from the surdiameter cables.
rounds. The front stereo image is
Although not supplied with
concentrated in the broad output of
mounting brackets, the satellites
the centre speaker and the satellites
have 1
/ in Whitworth- threaded
4
seem to wilt in its glow.
inserts in their bases to accept a
In this case the Boston system
turns out to be better than the sum of proprietary or camera tripod mount;
alternatively, their flat bottoms and
its parts. Good A/V sources are
embellished with astrong and powerhigh weight facilitate tall stand or
wall bracket support. Due to the
ful bass and midrange production,
highish crossover frequency, the subnot quite truthful to the original but
woofer is best sited between or near
dynamic and exciting nonetheless.
the satellites, and note that the
Most of this is developed by the
430mm width allows it to sit in a
centre speaker which handles comconventional equipment rack.
plex soundtracks with ease, and is
Similar sizing for the £ 140 Centro
responsible for the forceful presentaenables the same type of rack housing
tion. Now if only the 525V bass unit
to be used, but naturally this centre
had been used in the satellites!
speaker must be placed either
HECO LIBERO SC/CENTRO/
beneath or above the TV monitor,
LEGATO
and it is accordingly magnetically
Heco has based this speaker system
screened. An identical bass unit to
around the new Libero SC satellites
the subwoofer is used, but this time
and subwoofer (1450), adding aCenwith a fully screened magnet, this
tro centre module and the £ 160
mod also being applied to the 19nun
Legato bookshelf speakers for the
metal tweeter. The cabinet is ported
rear. The Libero SC subwoofer is a and lagged with fibreglass.
mini size bass box housing two
First off, straight stereo through
140nun bass units, with their comLibero, and here the performance is
bined output exiting through asingle
front panel port. A second-order
crossover restricts the frequency
range fed to these bass units above
Manufacturer's specificationsAll
•
Boston T6 Satellites
202x122x1
Size: ( hwd)
87dB for 1W/
Sensitivity:
25 to 50W
Amplifier suitability:
Nominal Impedance:
8ohms
Typical price inc
with bass module, £549
VAT:
T6 Bau module
Size: (hwd)
345x415x185mm
Sensitivity:
87dB for 1W/m
Amplifier suitability:
25 to 100W ,
Nominal Impedance:
&ohms
Centre speaker 525V
Size: ( hwd)
150x455x152mm,
Sensitivity:
90d13 for 1W/m
Amplifier suitability;
15 to 125W .

,
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It is difficult
enough to try
and design a
two way hi-fi
loudspeaker
which
succeeds in
marrying its
drive units into
acoherent
array without
undue
coloration. To
bring the
additional
complexity of a
separate bass
box into the
equation is
asking for
trouble. But
the ability to
hide the
subwoofer box
may prove to
be an
undeniable
attraction

Supplier:
Portfolio
Marketing, 67
New Road, Little
Kings/till, Great
Missenden, Bucks
HPI6 OEU. Tel:
(0494) 890277

CELESTION 3,1/CS135

Sensibly, the
Heco Centro
has been
styled to match
the subwoofer,
as its size
almost
dictates
mounting
beneath the TV
In areclining
position. The
treble and bass
units have
been mounted
along a
horizontal line,
however, so
that the tonal
balance does
change across
the listening
positions

Supplier
Path Group,
Unit 2,
Desborough
Indusrial Park,
Des borough Park
Road, High
Wycombe, Bucks
HPI2 3BG. Tel:
(0494)441736
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will have to check with the dimensions. In the end the Libero subwoofer and the Centro look best
when mounted one above the other,
below and in an equipment rack
highly impressive and rewarding
respectively, and this turned out to
with the right input, but a little
be quite effective in our installation.
forceful and edgy if the programme
At first sight, the Legato rear
content is. For most of the time the
speakers appear to correspond in
Libero is exciting and powerful, with
design to the front satellites, as they
only its departures from neutrality
share the same aluminum cabinet
betraying its satellite and subwoofer
and treble units. The bass units are
configuration.
different altogether, being polypYou can play around with the bass
ropylene-coned and able to give
box to modify and tune-out its audilower frequency output than the midble distinguishing marks. Don't, for
range-oriented satellites. They are
astart, place it high in the suggested
also nearer 8ohms nominal impeequipment rack away from the floor
dance compared to the Liberos'
and facing the listener, because you
4ohms, so sensitivity matching is
can then hear amild lower midrange
poor; but you should be able to
honking from the forward facing bass
accommodate this with Dolby Prounits. As would be expected from
Logic balance controls.
size this enclosure, atruly extended
Selecting some of the best Laserresponse is not possible, but port
Disc soundtracks brought forth a
tuning lies between 30 and 40Hz, so
bright and forward sound from this
some low frequency rumblings can
speaker set-up, with a good blend
be heard. As small magnet bass units between the Centro and Libero satelare used, however, there is energetic
lites forming a constructive front
output at 60 to 80Hz, which gives a image. The brightness of the Legatos
good impression of powerful bass.
can be a little distracting with rear
Placement against awall, but never
ambient effects, so these are best
in acorner, fills out the lower regissited high up behind the listening
ters nicely though not to the tune of position and towards the corners of
shaking the floorboards. Once again,
the room. Various brackets are availfacing sideways behind the television
able from Heco for mounting both
works well, though beware of spacing these and the satellites, and some of
the satellites too far from the wall or these are adjustable to allow experithey lose warmth. The subwoofer can
mentation with angling these speakadd its own richness to the lower ers for the most diffuse surround
midrange if placed right on the floor effect. Finally, swimming pool ownbelow the TV, and most of its miders, and those fond of barbecues on
range colorations can be absorbed by
the patio, may like to note that the
close proximity to athick carpet, so
Legatos are water and weatherproof.
this can be a workable alternative.
Sensibly, the Heco Centro has
Manufacturer's specificati
been styled to match the subwoofer,
lleco 1Mero SC
as its size almost dictates mounting
Size: ( hwd)
satellites
180x115x11
beneath the TV in a reclining posibwoofer
195s430x325mm
•
90dB for 197/In
tion. The treble and bass units have
rsuitability:
15 to 120W
been mounted along ahorizontal line
ominal impedance:
4ohms
ypical
price
inc
VAT:
£450
pair with
/
however, so that the tonal balance
subwoofer
to
180x 115x 110min
does change across the listening posiSue: hwd
tions. As a result, the Centro perSensitivity:
88411 for ' WM
plitier suitability:
20 to
forms best when stood upright so
°mina' impedance:
ypical price inc VAT:
£160 per
that the units fall into vertical aligntro
ment, and indeed timbre-matching
195 x430 x
:khwd
88dB for 1W/
with the satellites is best in this
plifier
20 to 90W
mania' impedance:
sohms
mode. Whether you can accommoice inc VAT:
£140 each
date what turns out to be a tall
bookshelf cabinet is something you

The Celestion 3probably needs little
introduction here; most readers will
be aware of its provenance and the
recommendations that it has won for
high quality performance at a low
price (£ 129). A successful marriage of
a neutral 135nun paper coned bass
unit and 25nun metal dome tweeter is
the main reason for the Celestion 3's
acclaim; only the overwarrn and boxy
bass output detracts from the
tremendous midrange clarity.
Perhaps realising that the Celestion 3
speakers were too good to leave just
as bookshelf loudspeakers, but missed the low end grunt desirable for
AV systems, Celestion has now
added the CS135 as a subwoofer
partner. Using Celestion is for the
less demanding rear speaker role puts
the icing on the cake.
Look inside the speakers and you
begin to see how Celestion has
incorporated high quality drive units
in abudget design. The enclosure is
basically disappointing; the resonant
and far from rigid thin chipboard
enclosure shows where the economies
have been made, no damping of the
panels being provided other than a
sheet of BAF wadding as an absorbent. The speaker chassis are built
up from reinforced plastic, but are
almost as rigid as pressed steel, and
have the added advantage that the
extended and decorative front plate
increases the rigidity of the front
baffle. Push-on tags connect the drive
units to asimple, but effective, crossover, hard-wired on the rear terminal panel. A single coil supplements the HF roll-off of the bass
unit; the treble unit is fed from a
second order network.
C,elestion's CS135 falls into the
bandpass filter subwoofer category, a
200nun paper cone bass unit with
high quality rubber surround being
driven by two voice coils, effectively
summing the output of both stereo
channels. The black ash vinyl
covered chipboard enclosure is
divided down the middle, one side of
the bass unit firing into a sealed,
damped cavity, the rear output
vented via alarge diameter port. The
only crossover components are series
300/.F capacitors to reduce the low
frequency output to the satellites
below 120Hz.
It is remarkable how the Celestion
3s liven up when relieved of the effort
of handling low bass. With the CS135
taking over below 120Hz, the 3s
make the most of the reduced bass
cone excursions to deliver a sweet
and yet arresting midrange coupled
with arevealing treble performance.
The result is acut above the normal
satellite/subwoofer combination,
with a transient attack and vocal
presence that is immediately impress1141 NEWS II RECORD

VIEW: NOME THEATRE 1993
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ive and likeable. Continued listening
did not reveal any fatiguing artefacts
linked to the extended clarity, so this
is not artificially induced. In addition
the powerful and deep bass output of
the CS135 forms afirm foundation,
matching the forward projection of
the 3s well.
Crossover between the two is
almost seamless tonally, so that one is
none too aware of the disparate
sources of the sound. Placement is, as
usual with these smaller bass fill-in
boxes, critical. Close-to-the- wall
mounting for the CS135 is mandatory
in order to achieve the extended low
frequency performance, and ideally,
positioning between the 3s will integrate the sound with them. The
phase response is not as well matched
to the 3, however, and there is some
disruption of phase throughout the
crossover region giving some odd and
unbalanced effects as bass notes slide
downwards. This disturbs the ultimate attack of explosive effects, not
affecting their power but diminishing
the impact on the senses.
Should you feel the need for a
centre speaker Celestion can provide
the CC One speaker housing two
midrange units and a 12nun dome
tweeter, all magnetically shielded.
This marries into the system well,
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Manufacturer's specifications
Calesticia 3
Size: (hwd)
310x 185x215'
Sensitivity:
86dB for 1W/m
Amplifier suitability:
30 to 60W
Nominal impedance:
8ohms
Typical price inc VAT: £ 129 per pair
CS135 subwoofer
Size: ( hwd)
190x 520x 340mm
Sensitivity:
86dB for 1W/m
Amplifier suitability:
30 to 90W
Nominal impedance:
8ohms •_
Typical price inc VAT:
£139
Celestion 1
Size: ( hwd)
280x 160x 215mm
Sensitivity:
86d13 for 1W/m
Amplifier suitability: 30 to 60W
Nominal impedance:
8ohms
Typical price inc VAT: £ 109 per pair
CC One centre speaker
Size: (hwd)
140x 336x 140mm
Sensitivity:
89dB for 1W/m
Amplifier suitability:
15 to 60W
Nominal impedance:
8ohms

and reinforces the level of clarity and
detail emphasis, but is not absolutely
necessary if the Celestion 3s are
located near to the TV monitor;
watch out, though, for colour staining from their unshielded magnetic
influence. Note that the rear and
centre speakers come as part of the
Celestion HT Three Dolby ProLogic processor system if you would
like a complete package (
Home
Theatre, Dec '92).
With the Celestion Is at the rear, a
tremendously coherent spherical
sound stage can be created throughout the room, once the differences in

efficiency between the speakers are
compensated for, via an amplifier's
Dolby Pro-Logic balance controls.
Similar characteristics of upper midrange and treble ensure that there is
little disruption of moving images as
they pass from front to rear. There
are stronger differences in the lower
midrange though; the Celestion Is
show acardboardy colouration that is
entirely absent from the conjunction
of 3s and CSI35 at the front. Even so,
the atmosphere displayed by well
recorded acoustics is revealed with
excellent depth, thus adding scale
and realism to the sound picture.
Naturally, this broadens the extent of
the action around the visual image,
enhancing the perspective and helping to bring the screen activity to life.
This system manages to succeed at
the difficult business of being analytical and clear enough to be satisfactory for normal stereo hi-fi usage, as
well as giving the necessary dynamic
range and bass power required for
AV sources. Dolby Stereo is thoroughly enjoyable, and the clean
nature of the speakers means that
many of the DSP effects built into
Pro- Logic processors are shown off
to their best advantage. At this price
level the combination must be considered excellent value too.

Perhaps
realising that
the Celestion 3
speakers were
too good to
leave just as
bookshelf
loudspeakers,
but missed the
low end grunt
desirable for
AV systems,
Celestion has
now added the
CS135 as a
subwoofer
partner

Supplier
Celestion
International
Ltd, Foxhall
Road, Ipswich
IP3 83P. Tel:
(0473)723131

JBL IITS2

Originally
designed for
use in public
address and
music
distribution
situations, the
Control 1
series was not
officially
designated for
domestic AV
use. Such are
the strengths
of these small
speakers,
however, that
the addition of
asubwoofer
was all that
was needed to
make the
transformation

Supplier:
Harman Audio
UK Ltd, Mill
Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD.
Tel: (0753)
576911
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HTS2 is acombination of Control 1
speakers and SB-1 subwoofer specially put together as a £799 Home
Theatre System (hence the name).
Eschewing the usual wood grained
vinyl covered wood cabinet, JBL has
produced its Control 1 speakers in
rounded rigid polypropylene cabinets
with rubberised corner protection.
Originally designed for use in public
address and music distribution situations, the Control 1 series was not
officially designated for domestic AV
use. Such are the strengths of these
small speakers, however, that the
addition of asubwoofer was all that
was needed to make the transformation. A further advantage is the range
of fixtures that lock into the Control
is to enable wall or ceiling mounting,
and the 150W power handling capacity, built into the design to suit its
original use. All of JBL's Control
series are magnetically shielded.
As rear and centre speakers, then,
the Control is need no modification
to suit the Dolby Surround requirements in an ideal fashion. Each
contains a 110nun composite cone,
well terminated with foam surround,
and a 13nun polycarbonate treble
unit. These are married by an eightelement crossover, with components
crammed together on apcb soldered
to the rear spring terminals, and
connected to the drive units with
push-on tags.
A modicum of power protection is
provided by aresistive filament bulb,
which naturally heats and increases
its resistance if there is an inrush of
current large enough to overheat the
bass unit coil. The small volume of
the interior is minimally damped
with BAF wadding, and a small
diameter port exits on the front face.

Thus far nothing is outstanding,
but the blend of components turns
out to be skilfully managed and,
while coloration is not at the lowest
levels, tonal balance and detail rendition is to a high standard. Particularly pleasing is the natural vocal
quality, exhibiting just the right
degree of chestiness to enhance the
male voice, and a clear upper midrange to reveal the best attributes of
sopranos. Particularly noticeable is
the dynamic response, which is
evenly spread over the frequency
spectrum so that there is no unnatural forcing of the midrange. As a
result the speakers sound coherent
and wholesome; bass, midrange and
treble move at the same speed, the
crossover, at a high 6kHz, is not
noticeable, and there are no narrow
bands of frequencies attracting
unwanted attention. All that is missing is extended bass.
To supplement the output below
125Hz, JBL recommends the Control SB-1. Without this, the Control
is manage with the help of arear wall
to extrapolate output down to 80Hz,
but this involves some huffing and
puffing by the little port. The SB-1
has an unusual internal layout with
four 120mm magnetically shielded
bass units and three chambers, which
are all ported and act as bandpass
filters. Each stereo channel drives
Manuf
JBL Control I
Size: (livid)
Sensitivity:
Amplifier suitability:
Nominal Impedance:
JEL Control SB-I
Sim: (hod)
Sensitivity:
Amplifier suitability:
Nominal impedance:
Typical price inc
VAT:

235x159x143
87dB for 1W/RI
25 to 150
4o
290x 555x 17
90dB for 107/m
15 to 300W
6ohnis
£799 complete

two bass units, mounted face-to-face
and operating in push-pull mode, via
a large iron-cored coil.
Of the pair, one bass unit works
into its own ported enclosure, while
the remaining two units share a
common central enclosure. Each
enclosure is carefully tuned, and
damped with BAF wadding, to provide maximum output over the range
50Hz to 125Hz. There is still a fair
amount of output at 200Hz and this
is effectively controlled by the series
coils and internal absorbents. Output
to the satellites is via a large series
capacitor.
JBL is honest about its subwoofer,
recommending that it is best sited
between the satellites and close to a
rear wall. This gives abass performance which is well controlled and
does not make big noise about itself,
but blends well with the rest of the
Control 1
sin extending the response
down to around 45Hz, below which
it falls off rapidly. This is an ideal
performance for a bass fill-in box,
getting as close as possible to the
sound of a good pair of full-range
speakers, and not betraying its subwoofer and satellite origins.
The advantage of having matching
speakers all round is not easily dismissed, especially if care is taken
with their siting. We have already
mentioned that Dolby Stereo benefits
from accurate timbre matching as
sounds move from one speaker to
another ( see also this issue's feature
on THX) and abattery of Control is
meets this requirement. The result,
with a good Dolby Pro- Logic
amplifier or the Harman Kardon
AVP1 processor, is that the speakers
start to disappear acoustically, with
solid and well defined images spread
around the room or following the
screen action.
Such colorations as there are, and
we must point the finger of suspicion
at that crammed-together crossover
for the source, are noticed only where
the speakers are used for straight
stereo use. Even then they concern
only a thickening of the sound, a
touch of wooden heaviness which
normally adds a not unattractive
warmth, but which detracts from the
ultimate in clarity. Otherwise the
speakers are delightfully neutral and
unassuming and have that excellent
virtue of not drawing attention to
themselves. This does not mean that
they are lifeless, however, as dynamics are handled with aplomb, and
they respond equally as well at low
listening levels as at high power.
Coupled with the good power handling, the low effective distortion
makes this a formidable system for
AV use, only stopped from being
first class by missing out on the
lowest bass frequencies.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
ROCK SOLID SOUNDS'
SOLID, TWIN BASS
AND TEAM
The Solid monitors exude style,
being as unlike conventional speaker
boxes as you could imagine while not
pretending to be anything other than
speakers. Each contains a 120mm
bass unit and 12mm polycarbonate
dome tweeter, both with excellent
magnetic shielding to enable placement close to a TV screen.
The unusually shaped reinforced
plastic enclosures stand on small,
three-footed supports, which are
affixed using aball and socket joint.
These stands are thus multi-purpose,
allowing fixture to wall, ceiling or tall
floor stand.
Normally, the Solids perform best
when placed in near proximity to a
rear wall, as this fills out the bass
extending it down to 60Hz. Add the
Twin Bass subwoofer, however, and
the Solids can be moved closer to the
plane of the TV screen giving better
correlation between sound and picture images. The Twin Bass uses two
160nun bass units working into a
vented enclosure which has two large
and highly flared ports providing
most of the low frequency power.
Although asecond order crossover is
incorporated for subwoofer to satellite matching, there is bound to be
some midrange 'bleed' from the bass
units, especially with the crossover
frequency set at a relatively high
150Hz. Placing the Twin Bass on the
floor using the legs supplied allows
the carpet to absorb most of this, so
that the lower midrange of the Solid
monitors is not blurred.
As speakers smaller than the Solid
monitors may be preferred at the rear
of the room, Rock Solid Sounds
recommends the Team speakers for
this position. These are styled along
the same lines as the Solids, and have
asimilar drive unit line-up, though in
this case the bass units are reduced to
90mm diameter. Wall mounting
brackets are provided, but both rear
and base threaded sockets will allow
fixture to a variety of surfaces.
Although the enclosures are populated with ' Rock Solid Sounds,
Worthing, England' logos, small
stickers proclaim 'Made in Japan'
and ' Made in Taiwan' for the Solid
Monitors and Team speakers respectively. These are still unlike any Far
Eastern loudspeakers you might have
heard, however, as the design is
formulated in the UK with only
component manufacture accorded to
the labelled countries of origin.
Nevertheless, some traits of the
typical Far East sound signature
remain, if only because of the formulation of the drive units; specifically the cone materials. This conHI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993

cerns a touch of hardness in the
midrange, adding aslightly raw and
coarse nature to female vocals and
string tone. For A/V use, however,
this passes largely unnoticed, and is
swamped by the clean and full nature
of the overall sound spectrum as
represented by the complete system.
On their own, the Solid Monitors
are bright, clear and efficient, though
uncompromising in their need for
well balanced amplification. The
overall depreciation of low frequency
output lends arather nasal twang to
the spoken word, though the positive
benefits of the forward midrange
sound fall into place as soon as the
Twin Bass is added. The extensive
warmth and bass output offered by
the latter is a perfect foil for the
Solids, adding tremendous power
and authority to the bottom octaves.
There is some overlap between the
Solids and Twin Bass, so the two
treble unit and a similar style of
mid-forward emphasis. The smaller
need to be in close confinement if the
blend between them is not to be
bass drive unit of the Team is,
however, more finely crafted and
disturbed. As the Twin Bass can be
better balanced tonally, allowing the
positioned at an upright angle, you
Teams to be used on their own
may be able to achieve the best
results by placing it behind your TV
without noticeable loss of warmth.
In some ways agroup of two pairs
monitor, with the Solids on either
side, this configuration yielding a of Teams forms an entirely satisfacspace-efficient layout.
tory setup for AN use, especially
Alternatively, the four legs of the
when partnered by a true subwoofer
Twin Bass allow it to be used as a such as the REL Stadium. Possessing
floor grabbing coffee table; its unconjust the right balance of admirable
ventional styling is at least eyeclarity, forceful midrange projection
and fast, intense bass, the Team
catching, even if it is not the most
characteristic is at once impressive
elegant piece of living room furniture.
and responsive. It seems ashame just
Although the efficiency of the
to put them at the rear, but asingle
unit as the centre channel can deliver
Teams is considerably lower than the
a more convincing dialogue output
Solid/Twin Bass combo (86dB/W
against 90dB/W), this can be
than the Solids.
In general, this system has alot to
accommodated easily by the variable
rear output level adjustment of offer in giving afulsome and dynamiDolby Pro-Logic processors. Note
cally exciting rendition of TV and
film sound, while the Team speakers
that the impedance of the Teams,
effectively distribute the surround
and the Solid/Twin Bass, is 4ohms,
so do check that your amplifier is
effects round the room. In some ways
the Teams are the more impressive
happy supplying the extra current.
All the units have self-resetting
and natural sounding of the satellites,
power protection fitted. In other and if these could be coupled to the
respects the Teams are agood match Twin Bass the results would be
outstanding. Unfortunately the diffor the Solids, sharing the same
ference in efficiencies precludes this,
but it would still be worth trying
other stibwoofers, especially active
types, with the Teams.
kSolid Solid Monitor
e: , hwd
235x 165x 15
nsitivity:
90dB for 1W
Amplifier suitability:
10 to 150W
Nominal impedance: &ohms
Typical price inc VAT:
C229.95/pair

TwinBass
e: hwd
450 x195 x592mm
nsitivity:
89dB for 1W/m
Amplifier suitability:
10 to 150W
Nominal impedance:
4ohms
Typical retail price inc VAT: £ 199.95

E
lik

AM
ze:
( hwd
190x 110x 19Ornm
Sensitivity:
86dB for 1W/m
Amplifier suitability:
20 to 100W
Nominal impedance:
4ohms
Typical price inc VAT: £ 129.95 per pair

As sr eakers
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the Solid
monitors may
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room, Rock
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the Team
speakers for
this position.
Wail mounting
brackets are
prcvided, but
boll- rear and
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allow fixture to
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Soppber:
B&W
Loudspeakers
(UK Sales) Ltd,
Marlborough
Road, Lancing,
West Sussex
BNIS 8TR.
Tel: (0903)
7.50750

OPINION
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PALplus is only
astopgap
measure in the
race towards
digital TV, but
may be
necessary now
that the great
white hope of
European high
definition TV,
HD- MAC, has
been
effectively
killed

*Special thanks: satellite
aerial systems courtesy of
Aerial Services,
Catzedown, Plymouth.

. he year started well with Channel 4's inspired showing of The
Abyss in WideScreen letterbox
format. This lost nothing and gained
everything from letterbox transmission, being perfectly enjoyable even
on a56cm ( 22in) screen. The soundtrack is a great workout for decent
subwoofers, and the Dolby Stereo
encoding came across loud and clear,
heightening the tension and drama.
As directors begin using screen
width more intelligently, it is soon
going to be impossible to follow the
action using the usual televisual panning techniques, so expect more new
releases to be broadcast in letterbox.
Of course, the problem for the broadcast authorities is how to maintain
the resolution of 625 line detail that
we are used to when using only part
of the screen, especially when the
picture area is expanded on 16:9
equipped sets. BBC and ITV transmitters have been surreptitiously
experimenting with PALplus; a
method of heightening detail and
reducing cross-colour interference
that is PAL compatible. According to
the BBC, the test transmission
worked well, with the 'helper' signals
embedded in the black areas of a16:9
letterbox screen being successfully

broadcast by standard UHF transmitters. Normal TV sets show the
standard letterbox picture and, while
this can be expanded to fill the screen
of a 16:9 equipped set, special PALplus receivers are needed to make use
of the 'helper' signals to enhance
definition. But it will take afew years
for the European broadcasters to
make adecision based on the experiments being conducted in the UK,
Holland and Germany.

Multimedia formats seem
to be multiplying in away
that makes the AIV future
very confusing. But in the
meantime, for those with
the equipment to enjoy
them, afew treats have
appeared on ordinary
terrestrial TV . . .

TELEVISION'S

QUALITY TIME
PALplus is only astopgap measure
in the race towards digital TV, but
may be necessary, now that the great
white hope of European high definition TV, HD-MAC, has been effectively killed by the UK Government's refusal to fund part of the
£600m necessary to encourage parallel transmission of PAL and MAC
satellite broadcasts [ see ' News' — Ed].
In the meantime the Independent
Television Commission has been
working with, among others, the
BBC, Thomson and Philips in its
own digital TV RACE (Research into
Advanced Communications
Engineering). Last year the ITC
employed National Transcommunications Ltd to run digital transmission tests in Devon which effectively showed that a 13Mbit/sec data
stream could be satisfactorily broadcast at low power within the bandwidth of asingle TV channel. This is
equivalent to two standard PAL
transmissions, and it seems likely
that the now unused Channel 5 slot
(UHF Ch 35 and 37) could be allocated to digital TV. Low power
30

digital transmissions, which in hilly
Devon apparently carried as far as
analogue broadcasts, could also be
slotted between other UHF channels
with little risk of interference.*
CD-Interactive [
Home Theatre Dec
'92] is impressive in many aspects,
especially in its alleged future compatibility with computer- based CDROM. But it appears that the consumer market has not been overwhelmed by CD-I, preferring to use
PCs for their games or education, and
the CD-ROM adaptability shows no
sign of appearing. Meanwhile
Kodak's Photo CD has scored in this
area with plenty of computer imaging
software that takes advantage of its
high quality pictures.
CD-I's main problem is that it is an
8-bit processing system cramming
text, sound and graphics on to a
standard CD. High definition images
take up alot of room when digitised,
which creates problems for Philips's
Full Motion Video extension to CDI. The 30cm ( 12in) LaserDisc offers
more room in which to squeeze
realistic FMV, so it is not surprising
that Pioneer, NEC and SEGA have
joined forces to produce LaserActive.
Launched at the Las Vegas Winter
CES in January, this multi-platform
system relies on adding plug-in control packs, which will accept games
cartridges, to a special LaserDisc
player to accommodate 'Mega-LD'
and ` LD-ROM' discs. ' Mega-LD'
software will come from SEGA, and
its control pack should enable the use
of existing SEGA CDs and Genesis
ROM cartridges. NEC's LD-ROM
pack will allow users to play 20 and
30cm LaserActive discs, as well as
current Turbo Graphics CD-ROM
discs and games cartridges. Interactive digital software is stored in the
same 540Mbyte area as CD-ROM,
the rest of the disc storing of LaserDisc's analogue image and FM audio
data for up to 60 minutes of FMV.
Far from becoming a standard,
CD-Inow looks to have many competitors with Nintendo, Sony, JVC
and Commodore being involved in
new CD formats. Enter the software
giant Electronic Arts which, also at
Las Vegas, teamed up with Time
Warner under the name 3DO, and
showed a prototype 32-bit machine
capable of manipulating 200 sprites
in 3D animation. 3D0 is looking for
support from the computer companies, such as Apple and IBM, to
develop anew multimedia standard.
A tie-in with the huge existing PC
user base would be agood route to
success. Meanwhile Microsoft, which
has worked hard on Windows to
incorporate a sensible multimedia
standard for PCs, is continuing to
liase with Nintendo. The potential
multimedia war is hotting up.
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